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SUMMARY

The work presented in this thesis involves an analysis of the thermally in-

duced vibration of viscoelastic plates and shallow shells of arbitrary shape. The

viscoelastic stress-strain law is expressed in a linear operator form and a variety of

different models are considered. The analysis is based on the method of contour

lines. In all cases, solutions are found by separation into two sets of simultaneous

ordinary differential equations, one set in the contour line variable and the other

in a time variable.

In Chapter 1, a brief introduction to the study of thermally induced vibra-

tions of plates and shallow shells is given and the purpose and scope of the thesis

presented.

In Chapter 2, the heat conduction problem for plates and shallow shells of

arbitrary shape is detailed. A method for solving this problem for plates and

shallow shells which have linear temperature variation through their thickness is

presented and demonstrated by example. A conformal mapping approach to the

problem of finding contour line functions is also developed.

In Chapter 3, the viscoelastic stress-strain laws are discussed and a method

for studying the thermally induced smali amplitude vibration of viscoelastic plates

of arbitrary shape is then developed. As an illustrative example, the thermally

induced vibration of a rectangular plate of Kelvin material is studied.

The theories of linear elasticity are quite often inadequate in describing the

behaviour of many modern day materials. For this reason, the methods used for the

thermally induced small amplitude vibration are extended in Chapter 4 to enable

a study of the thermally induced large amplitude vibration of viscoelastic plates.

The Galerkin method is employed to fi,nd approximate solutions to a nonlinear
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ordinary differential equation involving the contour line variable. The thermally

induced vibration of a cardioidal shaped plate of material which can be represented

by the Standard Linear Solid model, is studied as an example.

In Chapter 5, the method of Chapter 3 is extended to study the thermally

induced small amplitude vibration of viscoelastic shallow shells. For illustration,

the thermally induced vibration of an elliptical shallow shell of Maxwell material

is studied.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the thermally induced large amplitude vibration of

viscoelastic shallow shells is studied. In particular, the thermally induced vibration

of a circular shallow shell of Keivin material is examined.

Some concluding remarks are made in Chapter 7 and also some suggestions

for further research in this area are given.
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CHAPTER 1.
t
.i

INTRODUCTION

The application of plates and shells in modern nuclear technology and weld-

ing engineering, as well as in current aircraft design work, and the increased use

of polymers and glasses as engineering materials, has made the classical perfectly

elastic theory of vibrations often inadequate for rational design. Under high tem-

peratures and stresses modern day materials exhibit the phenomenon of creep.

Hence, the mechanical properties of plates and shells made of these materials are

time dependent. Since physical systems are often dissipative in nature, an al-

ternative approach to the classical elastic theory of structural analysis is the so

called viscoelastic theory. This latter theory is concerned with the study of ma-

terials exhibiting time effects which include delayed elasticity and viscous flow.

Consequently, their stress-strain laws are time dependent'

Viscoelastic plates and shells have been studied by many mathematicians and

engineers from the time of the large scale development of viscoelasticity in the mid

1g50's and a large number of books have been written which cover various aspects

of the subject, for example, those of Biand [7], Boley and \Meiner [8], and Nowacki

1441.

After initial developments by Alfrey [1], further progress was made by Lee

[27], who consid.ered quasi-statically loaded viscoelastic bodies, and Biot [5], who

extended the theory to anisotropic plates and rods.

Thermal stresses in viscoelastic bodies were originally investigated by Stern-

berg [54]. Subsequently, Morland and Lee [39] studied thermorheologically simple

materials in nonhomogeneous temperature fields, Nowacki [43] considered transient
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thermal stresses which vary linearly through the thicknesses of viscoelastic plates

and shells, and Muki and Sternberg [40] considered transient thermal stresses in

viscoelastic materials with temperature dependent properties.

More recent developments include investigations of thermomechanical cou-

pling in viscoelastic media (Schapery [51]), a consideration of the effect of temper-

ature dependence of the properties of viscoelastic materials (Lockett and Morland

[30]), a study of non-Fourier heat conduction problems (Sadd and Cha [50]), an

investigation of viscoelastic plates with elastic supports (Nagaya [a1]) and a study

of the effect of curvature on the vibration frequencies of shallow shells (Leissa and

Kadi [28]).

One modern approach to the study of problems involving plates and shells

is the method of conformal mapping, see for exampie, Banerjee and Datta[2,3],

Laura and Chi [25], Laura and Faulstich [26], Shahady et al. [52] and Yu [59].

In modern applications, it is becoming increasingly more evident that the

simple linear theories of eiasticity and viscoelasticity are inadequate to accurately

describe the induced motions of plates and shallow shells. For this reason, theories

describing the behaviour of plates and shells undergoing large deformations have

been developed, with the aim of gaining a greater insight into this behaviour. These

theories involve the retention of terms that are ignored in the linearised theories.

Unfortunately, these terms are nonlinear in nature, which adds a large degree of

difficulty to the problem, and usually numerical procedures must be resorted to.

One such method is the finite element method, see for example, Lobitz et al. [29]

and Taylor et al. [56].

Large amplitude deflections of elastic plates and shells were originally stud-

ied by Reissner 146,491, Herrmann [16], Chu [9] and Nowinski [45], among others.
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Berger [4] developed a simplified set of nonlinear equations by ignoring the sec-

ond invariant of the middle surface strain and this approach has been used more

recently by others (e.g. Biswas [6], Datta [13] and Sinharay and Banerjee [53]).

Large deflections of viscoelastic shallow shells have been studied by Deak [14] and

Sunakawa and Kumai [55], among others.

Although the literature contains a great deal of work on viscoelastic plates

and shallow shells, comparatively little has been done on the thermally induced

vibrations of viscoelastic plates and shells of arbitrary shape.

A method has been established by Mazumdar [31,32] and by Jones and

Mazumdar 127,221for the analysis of transverse vibrations of elastic plates and

shallow shells of arbitrary shape. This method has been extended by Hewitt and

Mazumdar [17,18] and by Mazumdar and Bucco [34] to study transverse vibra-

tions of viscoelastic plates and shallow shells, and also by Mazumdar and Jones

[37,33] and Coleby and Mazumdar [11] to obtain a simplifi.ed analysis of the large

amplitude vibrations of elastic plates and membranes using Berger's approach.

The method involves the use of constant deflection contour lines, which en-

able the governing partial differential equations to be transformed into ordinary

differentiai equations.

The purpose of this thesis is to adapt the method to study problems involving

thermally induced vibrations of viscoelastic plates and shallow shells of arbitrary

shape. Some of this work has already appeared in the literature (see [19,20,35,36]).

The examples given illustrate the value of the method for problems not easily

solved by other means. In cases where an analytical solution is not feasible, it is

shown that through the use of this method the problem is readiiy and accurately

solved with the aid of numerical techniques.
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CHAPTER 2

THE HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEM FOR PLATES

AND SHALLO'W SHELLS OF ARBITRARY SHAPE

2.1 The Method of Isotherrnal Contour Lines

While, in reality, the temperature distribution generated in a particular vis-

coeiastic shallow sheli by prevailing thermal conditions will differ from that in

a viscoelastic plate which has the same planform geometry (that is, the plate

structure that results when all of the radii of curvature of the shallow shell be-

come infinite), this difference will be small if the shell is reasonably shallow. This

assumption, that the temperature distribution in viscoelastic shallow shells can

be closely approximated by that in the corresponding viscoelastic plate, is made

throughout this work. Hence, only the equation for the temperature distribution

in an arbitrary plate need be derived and this is done by expressing Fourier's heat

conduction equation in an appropriate form.

The thermal properties of the viscoelastic plate and shallow shell materials

are assumed to be independent of the state of strain existing in the plate or shallorv

sheii at any time.

The plate is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic and to have constant

thickness h. The boundary of the plate is taken to be a thin surface perpendicular

to the middle plane of the plate, this surface being piecewise smooth. The analysis

is given for simply connected plates, but extension of the theory to include multiply

connected plates involves no essential difficulties.

Heat fl.ows in a body from points of higher temperature to points of lower

temperature. When a body is changing temperature as a consequence of heat



transfer within itself, or between it and its surroundings, there are temperature

gradients within the body which are related to the time rate of heat gained or lost

by the body.

The method of isothermal contour lines was developed by Mazumdar [33] and

applied to heat conduction problems in which there'was no variation in temper-

ature through the thickness of the plate. In this section, the method is extended

to include heat conduction problems in which the temperature is not necessarily

constant throughout the plate thickness.

Consider the plate to be referred to a system of Cartesian coordinates r,y

and 2,, with the z direction pointing downwards, and to lie between the planes

z : -hl2 and z : hl2 (Figure 2.1). Denote by T(r,U,z,r) the temperature

distribution in the plate at an arbitrary time instant r.

It is assumed that there is no heat generation in the plate itself and that the

temperature distribution in the plate is a continuous function of the variables ø,

y, z ar'd r and has continuous first derivatives with respect to these variables.

Consider a curve inscribed in the plane z : 0 at some fixed instant of time,

such that, at every point on this curve the temperature is the same.

This curve will be called an isothermal contour line. At any fixed time instant,

a set of such curves can be inscribed throughout this plane, such that no two

members of this set of curves will intersect each other (Figure 2.2).

Let the family of isothermal contour lines be denoted by u(r,g) :constant,

each contour line corresponding to a different value of this constant.

If the temperature has only z dependence on the boundary edge of the plate,

then clearly, the intersection of this edge with the plane z :0 will be a member
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of the set of isothermal contour lines. \Miihout loss of generality, this particular

contour line is given the value u : 0 and the function u is assumed to increase

within the plate to a maximum value of o : u*. Hence, in the plane z : 0, the

temperature distribution can be written as a function of u and r only.

The temperature distribution throughout the plate is assumed to satisfy a

power law of the form

T(*,a,z,r) :ir'rr*l(u,r) ( 2.7.1)

n:0

Fourier's heat conduction equation for a homogeneous, isotropic body with

constant material parameters, in the absence of heat soulces' is [2a]

v2r +#: i# (2.12)

where c2 is the thermal d.iffusivity of the plate material and V2 is the two dimen-

sional Laplacian operator.

The plate is considered to be initially at a uniform temperature ?o and to be

subject to the following boundary conditions:

AT otn

on l1
(T - "") on its vertical boundarY,

#:-?fr-u+) onz:h12,

y:Tfr-u-) onz:-h12,ðz K'

(2.1.3)

where t/n,t u* ar'Ld. u- are the temperatures on the boundary edge and the faces

z: hl2 arið. z: -h12, respectively, on, a1 and o- are the respective surface

heat transfer coeffi.cients, .I{ is the coefÊcient of thermal conductivity of the plate

material and ffi denotes the derivative normal to the plate edge.
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Now define the variables:

'Y+:

.{:t-

^ln:

U0:

ho+
K,

ha-
K,

han
N,

7 + _u_

(2.1.4)

l+*l- )

If only the first term of equation (2.1.1) is retained, then integrating equation

(2.1.2) with respect to z, from z : -hf 2 to z : hf 2, and using conditions (2.1.3)

yields

ozpirc) - ro (r{or - ^)
L a?(0)

(2.1.5)
c2 0r

where

'lo _ (z+ + 7-)
h2

(2.1.6)

(2.1.7)

and the initial and boundary conditions are

T@):To atr:0,

ry : -T(r(o¡ - ,n) on the vertical boundary.
Onn

Integrating equation (2.1.5) over the region bounded by a contotr u : c, a

constant, yields

I |,"{v'?r{o) - zo (r{or - ^)} 
,n: ï I |."Çon (2.1 s)

where f,), is the area enclosed by the contour and df,l denotes an elemental area.

I



Greents theorem can be written in terms of contour integrals as

(2.1.e)

where / is any vector function of the spacial variables ø and U, Co denotes the

contour u(",y) - C, ! is the two dimensional divergence operator, d/ is the

contour line element and p is the normal to the contour C, which is expressed in

terms of the contour line function as

I I"u.rd,o: f""ï.rydt

ry- -

where

(2.1.11)

and subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to the indicated spacial

variable.

1_t

JI,
urray) (2.1.10)

(2.r.12)

(2.1.13)

n: ul, + ul

Lettins [ -- (+,+) in equation (2.1.9) yields the result

I [,yz7r")ne: f",yr(ol 
.ryd,t .

On any contour u:constant, the following relations hold:

6y@) 6yQ)
- 

-Dt

ôr 0u 
wtr)

67 ro) 67ro)

av : a;'n'
627@) 627(J^) 67(p)

-! 

-^.

7rÔy 0u2 
uuuv | ðu "t! , etc.

It is also noted that ?(0), and its derivatives with respect to u, are constant

on the lines u :constant at any particular instant of time.
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Using Green's theorem and the above relations in equation (2.1.8) yields

Consider a line element PQ, of. arc length dl,, and another, PT, of.length dn

normal. to it (Figurc 2.2). Let the coordinates of the two neighbouring points P

and ?, lying on curves D : 'u0 and u - u6 - dug, respectively, be denoted by (r, y)

and (ø I dr,a + dy).

Then

urdrlundy:-¿po (2.1.15)

and use of the relation

_+ 
f""&0, - T | 1,.{r*, -,,}dr) : i I l""Ton 

(2.1.14)

[d,x -f J-da : -oru"l! 
usi=

tfu" + ul

where i and j arc unit vectors in the r and y directions, respectively, yields

ar: ! e.r.t7)
,/q

and consequently,

dr): ry. (2.1.1s)"Jq

(2.1.16)

Hence, for any function l@,A),

(2.1.1e)

Using the above relationship equation (2.1.14) can be written, after differen-

tiation with respect to u, in the form

I lr,f 
(n,v)d.tt : - l,'" f,=,,f 

(,,v)L*duo

#f,"*0,.+*f..*"
:70 (r(o) -,,) f..#-i# L"#

11
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The boundary condition in equation (2.1.7) can be integrated around the plate

edge to yield

+ fr"*a, 
: 

ff{r<o) -,n) 1""0,. (2-r.zr)

Equation (2.1.20), subject to equation (2.1.21), describes the temperature

distribution in a plate subject to the given boundary and initial conditions and

can be solved by a variety of methods.

If 7s : 0, then a solution can be obtained by separation of variables. The

method of Laplace transforms can be used to find solutions to the above problem

for 76 having any value.

The Laplace transform of equaiion (2.1.20) is

# f""!rqdt+#* 1""&0,-.y0(Ì- ?) f""t*- irr-",) f."t*:o
(2.t.22)

where

l,*?(u, s) :
"_sty@)(u,r)dr

is the Laplace transform o¡ 7(o)(u, r) and s denotes the Laplace transform param-

eter

The Laplace transform of the boundary condition (2.1.21) is

(2.1.24)

The boundary conditions for the heat conduction problem may be such, that

it is unreaiistic to expect that there will be no temperature variation in the z

direction. This situation can be modelled to first order by retaining the first two

terms of equation (2.1.1).

2

(2.7.23)

f"
AT
a, ,/qdt:TF-? f""0,



Firstly, equation (2.1.2) is integrated with respect !,o z, from z : -hl2 to

z: hl2,whilemakinguseof conditions (2.1.3). Thenequation (2.1.2) ismultiplied

by z and integrated, with respecl to z, rrorn z: -hlz to z : hf2, again using

conditions (2.1.3). This process yields the pair of coupled equations

,27@) - zo (r{ol - "o) -7+ -1- T{.1)
1 ¿7(o)

(2.7.25)
c2 0r

and

yz7(r) - rr (r{rl - rr) -
6(z+ - 7(o)

1 67rJ)
(2.7.26)

h3 c2 0r

where
3(4 + + "Y- (2.7.27)^lt

h2

The initial conditions are

(2.1.28)

and the boundary conditions are

"10ì 
:?tl *r:o

T(t) :0 )

ôT4p)
ôn

ð'I'l:)

: -T(T(o¡ - r,")

- - ln-'n(J)
on the vertical boundary (2.1.2e)

ðn

A simplification occurs if the surface heat transfer coefficients on the faces

z: -hf 2 and z: hlz are equal (hence l+: l-).

In this case, eçluations (2.1.25) and (2.I.26) uncouple to yield

yz7(o) - ro (r{or - ^)
1 ¿7(o)

(2.1.30)
c2 0r

and
L ATO)
c2 ôr

yz7rr) - zr (r{rl - "r)

13
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2.2 Solutions to the Heat Conduction Problem

Of primary concern when using contour line techniques, is the determination

of the required contour line function, or at least a good approximation to it.' In

general, calculation of the exact equation of the contour line function is difficult

and may result in expressions that are quite cumbersome to use. Consequently, ap-

proximations to the actual contour line function are usually used. Approxirnations

that have been used in the past inciude:

(1) Taking the equation of the boundary of the body as an approximation to the

.actual contour line function (see, for example, [11,18,33]) and this approach

will usually be employed here.

(2) Using an analogy between the problem under investigation and a known solved

problem to determine an approximate contour line function.

In very special cases, for example circular geometries, the exact equation of

the contour line function is known and calculation of the contour integrals involved

in the governing equations presents no difrculties.

In Section 2.3 a method of finding an approximate contour line function by

using a conformal mapping approach is developed, an approach which makes the

task of evaluating the required contour integrals signifi.cantly easier and more rapid.

In this section two heat conduction problems are solved. One involving no

temperature variation in the z direction and the other involving a linear temper-

ature variation in the z direction.

No temperature variation in the z direction

Consider a homogeneous, isotropic, elliptical plate initially at a uniform tem-

perature ?6. At time r :0, the temperature of the medium surrounding the

14



boundary of the plate is suddenly reduced Lo zero.

Assume that there is no temperature variation in the z direction, no heat

transfer through the faces z : -hl2 arrd z : hl2 (hence, 7o is zero as is the

product .'louo) and that the temperature is prescribed on the boundary edge (hence,

'Yn: æ)'

Consider the plate to have semi-major and semi-minor axes of lengths ø and

ó, respectively, and to be centred at the origin of coordinates.

For problems involving elliptical geometries, use of the equation of the bound-

ary of the ellipse as an approximation to the actual contour line function has proven

to give good results (see, for example, [32]). For this reason, the equation of the

contour line function is taken as (Figure 2.3)
õ,

,@,a) - 1- 5 -T Q.2.1)

\Mhen 7o : 0, the temperature distribution can be found directly from equa-

tion (2.1.20) bV using the method of separation of variables. It is assumed that

?(o) ".n be expressed in the form

7(o)(u, r) : T*(u)"-o" (2.2.2)

where ?.(r) and o are to be determined.

The contour integrals appearing in equation (2.1.20) are calculated to be

f
ø 'fqdl:2rJc"

f
þ
lCu

Hence, remembering that 7o : 0 and lsus: 0, equation (2.1.20) yields

d27". 
- 

dr" + Tol?* 
- .' (2.2.4)(t-') ¿* - d" * +tt 
:u

15
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where T6 is a geometrical parameter of the problem given by

(2.2.5)

After introducing the new independent variable

92:7-u, (2.2.6)

equation (2.2.4) becomes the Bessel differential equation of order zero. That is,

&T* r dr*
df + ¡ ¿n +'

where

2T*:o (2.2.7)

(2.2.8),2
Too

c2

The complete solution of this ordinary differentiai equation is

T.(s): AJo(ag) + BU6(ws¡ (2.2.e)

where ./o and Y¡ are the Bessel functions of the frrst and second kinds of order

zero, respectively, and A and B are constants to be determined.

Since the temperature must be a finite quantity at all points in the plate, then

B must be zero.

The edge condition requires that ¿¿ be a root of the equation

./6(ø) : g (2.2.r0)

The initial uniform temperature ?s is now expressed in a Fourier-Bessel series

of the form
oo

?b:tA*J6(u*s) (2.2.L1)
ï=t

77



where c.r," is !,he nth positive root of equation (2.2.10) and this series can be inte-

grated term by term. It can be shown that the coeffi.cients An are given by

A.-: '='l , (2.2.12)
wnJl(u,-)

where "/r is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one

Hence, the solution to this heat conduction problem is

ôo Jo(r"g)
anJl(w,.)

c2

To*' (2.2.73)

(2.2.15)

t
T(g, r,r) : 2ToD

n:7
exp T

The temperature ? and time r are nondimensionalised by defining

T
To

(2.2.r4)tc'i: To'

and the solution to this heat conduction problem in terms of these new variables

T

IS

ñ(g,",î) : Ë
n=1

2Jo un9
e--n''.

anJl(u,-)

Figure 2.4 shows the rates of cooling of different points in the plate.

Linear temperature variation in t}n.e z direction

Consider a homogeneous, isotropic, rectangular plate initially at a uniform

temperature ?0. At time r : 0, the temperature of the media surrounding the faces

z : -hl2 and z : h12 are set lo u- an.d u¡, respectively, and the temperature of

the medium surrounding the boundary of the plate is set to zrr.

The temperature distribution in the plate is assumed to be linear in the z

direction and the surface transfer coefficients are assumed to be equal, hence equa-

tions (2.1.30) and (2.1.31) are applicable.

18
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Consider the plate to have sides of length 2a and 2b and to be centred at the origin

of coordinates.

The approximate equation of the isothermal contour line function is chosen

to be

u(r,a): 
l' - 5)lr-#] e2r6)

and it is noted that u : 0 corresponds to the equation of the boundary of the plate

(Figure 2.5). The contour integrals involved are evaluated approximately and the

mean value theorem is used for this purpose as follows.

Consider the expression f", ,fqdl. The value of this integral is approximately

equal to the average value "f Jq on the contour C, multiplied by the total arc

length of the contour itself. The average value "f Jq on the contour is approxi-

mately the average of the smallest and largest values that it attains on the contour

Cr. These values occur where the contour C, cuts the coordinate axes. Performing

the required calculations yields

f""&0,*# f".0,. (22.17)

The total arc length of the contour C, can be approximated by the expression

dIxPrJL-u (2.2.78)

where Ps is the perimeter of the rectangular geometry' That is,

Hence,

ó d,I x 4(a + b)Jr - u.
Jc"

(2.2.1e)
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(2.2.27)

The temperature distribution in the plate is found by the method of Laplace

transforms. The solution for ?(0) is derived explicitly by solving equation (2.7.22)

and that for ?(1) is deduced by analogy.

Substitution of the above expressions into equation (2.1.22) yields

The mean value theorem can also be employed to obtain an approximate

expression for the remaining contour integral. This is found to be

6 +:@*b)2. (2.2.22)
,c,r/Ç \ /

and differentiation of this expression yields

and the boundary condition (2.1.24) becomes

\F; AT ab ^yn

0u a-lb h

Now, making the change of variable

92:I-u

lfqd,Ix-Ú.#

G-ù# #.+{(,,* })r-(ry.?)} :o

in equatior (2.2.23) yields

d2T
ds'

where

ldT
* --;- *gdg

Tt: ab,
vo.yo t Ts-

slc2

'Yo -l þ

P'(Ì - Õr): o

þ2 :T, (tr * å) ,

(, -":)

(2.2.23)

(2.2.24)

(2.2.25)

(2.2.26)

(2.2.27)

Õ1
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and this equation is subject to the boundary condition

#.n (r

where

un

s -0) (2.2.28)

(2.2.2e)

(2.2.30)

(2.2.32)

n _ 2ab .yn

"- o+b h'

Equation (2.2.26) has solution

T(g,t): (Þr * "oIo(þg)

In order to satisfy the boundary condition (2.2.28) the constant c6 must have

the value

"':fffrffi) Q2sr)

where 11 is the modifled Bessel function of the fi.rst kind of order one.

where Io is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero

Hence,

un(s l'yocz) - (t"o + ro'yo"2)
T(g,t): Õr * LIo(þg)

s(s *'yoc2) [^¡o(É) + þI{þ)]'

The expansion theorem for Laplace transforms now yields the solution

T@)(g,Ò : fo@) - t Tf,}) Js@^s) exp {-(1 + r'"1 p'òto"'r} (z.2.Bz)
oo

n:l

where

fo@) : vo I ^(
un - us)Is(pog)

À/o(po) * polr(po)'

- (A' ¡ u2^)Js(u")
2L0r:

P2o: %Tt

23
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and the u)n a;te the positive roots of the equation

ÂJo(c.r) - c.r"I1(ø) : 6. (2.2.35)

By noting the analogy between equations (2.1.30) and (2.1.31) and considering

the initial and boundary conditions (2.1.28) and (2.1,.29), the solution for ?(1) is

seen to be

TQ)(g,r) : ft¡¡ -Ë rÍ'l¡, @,g)exp {-(1 + r7lp?)tr"'r\ (2.2.86)
n:1

where
r / \ ltals(Øg)it\e)-ut-lvo(pt+pr(pil

d1) : ,,= '={ = ! P?"t ¡à' - (L, + rr"Vr("")\a¡ n1 ¡'
p? : rTt.

The solution to this heat conduction problem is then given by

T(g,, r,z) : 7(o)1 g,r) I zTQ) (g,r).

/o(pog)

/o(po)'

(2.2.37)

(2.2.38)

(2.2.47)

In the special case of Á. going to infinity (that is, no heat transfer across the

boundary edge of the plate) equations (2.2.33) and (2.2.36) become

T@)(g,r) : ¡(o)1r) - i Tlo) Js(r,.q)exp {-(r + ,2-lp2o)1s"2r} (2.2.39)
N:L

and

?(t)(g, r) : 7G)çe) - I r|r) Joçr..q) exp {-(t + az*l pl)11c2r\ (2.2.40)
æ

n:!

where

r@) G) : uo t (r, - ,o)

2r: 1

unJl(ø,-)
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and the u)n a;re now the roots of the equation

,/s(ø) : g (2.2.42)

As a numerical example, consider that at time r : 0, the media surrounding

the boundary edge of the plate and the lower face (z : -hl2) are instantaneously

set to zero temperature, while that surrounding the upper face (z : hl2) is main-

tained at ?0. Assume that 7,, : oo (that is, the temperature of the boundary

of the plate is set to zero) and that ''l+ : "f- - 7, a constant, so that there is

a finite amount of heat transfer between the upper and lower surfaces and their

surrounding media.

Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) show the variations over time of the temperatures

of the upper and lower surfaces of the plate, respectively. The calculations have

been made using the nondimensional parameter values

lrlh'- 1250,
(2.2.43)

,Y:I

and the temperature and time have been nondimensionalised by defining

(2.2.44)

and

(2.2.45)

As time advances the temperature distribution in the plate tends to a steady

state. The maximum values of f on the upper and lower surfaces of the plate tend

to z6 and /l, respectively, as is expected from equations (2.1.30) and (2.1.31).

í - 11c2r.
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2.3 
^ 

Conformal Mapping Approach

Consider the unknown family of isothermal contour lines of the plate to lie

in the complex plane X -- æ f iy and express the function u in terms of X and its

complex conjugate, [. A conformal transformation, which will be written as

x: rþ(o), (2.3.1)

is sought, which maps the boundary curve onto a unit disc lying in the complex

plane o : e * i4 (Figurc 2.7). The existence of such a map for simply connected

regions is guaranteed by the Riemann mapping theorem [23].

In the o-plane, the correct form of the contour line function for the circular

geometry, denoted by V((, ?) is, by symmetry considerations,

VG,rù:1-('-rtt. (2.3.2)

Clearly V : 0 coincides with the boundary of the unit disc and V achieves

its maximum value of. V -- 1 at the origin.

Now consider the family of inverse images (in the X-plane) of the contour lines

expressed in equation (2.3.2). This family of image contours in the original plane

will form a set of nonintersecting closed curves, the outermost of which coincides

with the boundary of the actual plate under consideration.

This new family of contour lines, denoted ,(*ry):constant, is chosen as an

approximation to the (usually difficult to find) actual family of contour lines for

the problem under investigation.
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the family of contour lines

V :constant in the transform plane and the family of contour lines u :constant

in the original planq. The curve V : 0 in the ø-plane corresponds to the curve

u : 0 in the ¡-plane and the point V :1in the ø-plane corresponds to the point

u :7 (the maximum value attained by the function u) in the X-plane.

This approach will be called the method, of conformally mapped, contour lines

and is very general, being applicable to any mechanical system that can be studied

using contour line techniques.

A great advantage of this approach is that an actual expression for the con-

tour line function need never be calculated explicitly, because the line integrals

appearing in equations (2.1.20) and (2.7.21) can be calculated in terms of similar

line integrals in the ø-plane, as will be explained below. These new contour in-

tegrals can be calculated very quickly and accurately with the aid of high order

numerical integration schemes because the contour lines in the ø-plane are circles.

In some cases these integrals can be calculated explicitly.

The line integrals in the original plane are related to line integrals in the

ø-plane as follows:

f."&0,: f.,J@õl#lot, (2 3 8)

and

(2.3.4)

where d,L is a line element ar'Ld Cv is the contour V :constant in the o-plane

which corresponds to the contour u :constant in the ¡-plane'
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The expression for g in the ø-plane is found as follows:

f""*o': f.,ot

(2.3.5)

(2.3.8)

t o

Q:U t + 't)

:4uru*

: VoVa
do

dX

,

Hence, the line integrals in equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) are equivalent to

F1

ó {qdt:zó t/v"vudL (2.s.6)
Jc"' Jc,

and

f""#:f,,#l#|o' (2s7)

The integrals on the right hand sides of equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) can be sim-

plified by using expression (2.3.2), to give

t-v

and
2

l" dL (2.3.e)

Expression (2.3.S) can be further simplified by noting that

d,L:2¡rf,j (2.3.10)

arrd hence, noting the correspondence between the contours V : C and u : C,

dT'-
^/q

dx
doñ

1

(2.3.11)

which is a relation that holds for any set of contour lines found by the method of

conformally mapped contour lines.
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It should be noted that extension of the above approach to multiply connected

regions presents no difficulties because the existence of maps between multiply

connected regions is guaranteed for a very generai class of such regions [23]. For

example, in the case of doubly connected plate geometries, the original region

would. be mapped onto a concentric annulus centred at the origin with outer radius

lol : t and inner radius lol : o* ( 1 and in this case, the maximum value attained

by the function V would be V* : \ - o*2.

The method of conformally mapped contour lines was developed in connec-

tion with a problem involving the determination of cutoff frequencies for hollorv

electrical waveguides of arbitrary shape and was shown to give accurate results.

The relevant publication is reproduced in the Appendix to this thesis.

The method of construction of the isothermal contour lines via the method of

conformally mapped contour lines can be demonstrated by the following example.

Consicler a cardioidal shaped plate obtained by employing the conformal

transformation that maps the unit circle in the ø-plane onto a cardioidal shaped

region in the X-plane. This transformation is

x: #(o +mo2) (2.3.12)

where ø is the radius of the enclosing circie and rr¿ is a shape parameter which

can vary between 0 and I. ttm:0 then the shape is simply a circle of radius ø

and if m : T the shape is the usual cardioid. Figure 2.8 shows a set of contour

Iines generated by the method of conformally mapped contour lines for the value

m: .35

This method is now used to find an expression for the temperature distribution

in a rapidly cooled cardioidal shaped plate'
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An expression for fr"l#l' d,L isobtained by firstly noting that

l+l' : A2 lr * 2mol2
ld" I

where

yields

A lim

o : ReiÓ

(2.3.13)

(2.3.14)

(2.3.15)

Using the substitution

dx
do

, 1Í

dL:A2R It + +*2 n2 +  macos þl dþ. (2.3.16)

Evaluating the right hand side of this expression yields

2

dL :2trA2 R (t + +*" n') (2.3.77)

and hence, on the contour Cy,

f",l#l' ot:zi,Az!E=v {t + +mzçL - v)} . (2.3'1s)

Because the points in the ø-plane are related to the points in the ¡-plane

through the relations
e : e(*,v),

(2.3.1e)
q : n(r,a)

then the value V : C in the ø-plane corresponds to the value u : C in the X-piane

and hence the integrals appearing in the heat conduction equations of Section 2.1

can be evaluated. These integrals are found to be

1",#

f""&0,:4r(L-u),
: rA2 {t + +*2ç1 - u)}dl

-=
,/q

33
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Now, letting f @,ù: 1 in equation (2.1.19) and differentiating with respect

to u yields

6 +: -*or,> e.B.2t)Jc,,/8 d"u

where "4(u) is the area surrounded by the contour u :constant.

A simplification can be made by noticing that in the ø-plane

A(v): "4(0X1 - Y) (2'3'22)

and as long as the plate geometry does not vary greatly from that of a circle, it is

reasonable to assume that, in the ¡-plane,

A(u):"a(o)(t-u) (2.3.23)

and thus

[ 4=t^ (2.3.24)
Jc",/d

where A* ís the area of the plate for a given value of. m, and is given by

A*: n7*2m2""rffi (2.3.25)

By comparison with the second of equations (2.3.20) it can be seen that the

maximum error in making this approximation k ffi. Hence, for example, if

m : .L then this error is less lhan 2To.

As a particuiar example, consider a cardioidal shaped plate subject to the

same boundary and initial conditions and to have the same thermal properties as

those of the elliptical plate of the previous section.

In this case, equations (2.1.20) and (2.1.21) are applicable and the problem

is solved by separation of variables. A solution of the form of equation (2.2.2) is

34



assumed.. Substitution of the above expressions for the contour integrals involved

and proceeding as before yields

dzT* _dT. +o,ATr* :0. (2.J.26)(1- ") dr, d,u ' 4rc2

Now making the change of variable

g2:L-u (2.3.27)

yields the equation

where

and

d2T"

u
o2

t dT"
*--, *gdg çL2T* : o (2.3.28)

(2.3.2e)

(2.3.33)

o2 r +2m2:471'*''¡l;'

Equation (2.3.28) is analogous to equation (2.2.7) and hence, proceeding as

before, yields the solution

?(o)(g, r):2roË#ffi"*o{ *n",\ (2.s.so)
n:I

where

T
7 l2m2

o2 (2.3.31)- - (1 +n'¿)z

and the f)," are roots of the equation

Js(ç¿) : ¡ (2.3.32)

Figure 2.9 shows the rate of cooling of the centre of the plate for different

values of. m. It is seen that this rate increases with decreasing rn.

The temperature and time are nondimensionalised by defining

i:L
Ts
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CHAPTER 3

THE THERMALLY INDUCED SMALL AMPLITUDE VIBRATION

OF VISCOELASTIC PLATES

3.1 The Viscoelastic Stress-Strain Laws in Operator Form

The viscoelastic materials being studied are assumed to possess a microscopic

three dimensional structure composed of springs and dashpots. This representa-

tion was used by Alfrey [1] and Bland [7] for isothermal viscoelastic materials and

by Sternberg [54] to study thermal stresses in viscoelastic materials and gives rise

to stress-strain laws of the form

,t S;i : Q'e¿i,
(3.1.1)

P" okk : Q" ("r* - 3a7T)

where ,S¿¡ and eij ale the deviatoric stress and strain tensors, ø¡¡ and ekk are

the traces of the stress and strain tensors, oa is the coefficient of linear thermal

expansion of the material and ? is the temperatute. P' , Q' , Pt' and Q" are linear

differential operators of the form

nl n2

P, Ðo^P' Q' :DbnPn,
n=0

rùg

n:0
n4 (3.1.2)

P" : D "^p"n:0 n=0

where
a

P: -.OT
(3.1.3)

The unknown coefficients an, bn, c,, and dn are constants which can be de-

termined from the properties of the particular material being studied. The three

simplest models are the Maxwell, Kelvin and Standard Linear Solid models, whose
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representations in terms of springs with Young's moduli .81 and E2 and dashpots

with coefficient of viscosity q) ate given in Figure 3.1. The Maxwell and Kelvin

models are of limited practical application but their study is useful in gaining

an insight into the behaviour of more complex models, for example, chains cre-

ated from combinations of these. The Standard Linear Solid model is useful as a

representation of some materials of polymeric nature.

The differential operators for these three basic models are as follows:

Maxwell Model

I(elvin Model

Standard Linear Solid Model

P':P":1+fi\,Q':Q":\p, (3.1.4)

P':P":1, Q':Q":Et*qp,

n
Er*EzPt : P":1 + P,

(3.1.5)

(3.1.7)

Q':Q":#h+ffi, (3.1.6)

In the entirety of this work it will be assumed that the coefficients a,, bn,

c,, and dn are all independent of temperature and do not change over time or

throughout the extent of the material.

Two quantities of importance in the study of viscoelastic plates are D(p), the

viscoelastic operator corresponding to the elastic flexural rigidity D, ar'd p.(p),

the viscoelastic operator corresponding to the Poisson's ratio ¡-r. These can be

expressed in terms of the previously defined quantities.

The viscoelastic flexural rigidity D(p) is given by

hs e,(2p, qtt ¡ ptr et
12P' (Pt Qn + 2Pil Q' )

D(p):
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where ä is the thickness of the plate and the viscoelastic Poisson's ratio p(p) i.

given by

tr(p): 
P'Q: - P"Q: 

(3.1.s)
Zpt et, * ptt qt

In the special case where the volumetric dilatation remains unchanged during

deformatioî, P" :1 and Q" :0 and hence,

(3.1.e)

p(p):

If the viscoelastic material has the same behaviour in shear as in dilatation

D(p) : f;a',

D(p):#9,

P(P) : o'

1

2

then

In the general viscoelastic theory, Poisson's ratio is a function of time. How-

ever, the effect of the variation in Poisson's ratio is usually small, and can be

assumed to be constant (see [a2]).

A major simplifrcation for materials that have constant Poisson's ratio is the

relation

(3.1.10)

(3.1.12)

E
(3.1.11)

where ,E(p) is the viscoelastic operator corresponding to the elastic Young's mod-

ulus .8, which is related to the elastic flexural rigidity and Poisson's ratio by

E(p)
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3.2 Derivation of the Basic Equations

The theory to be used in this analysis is based on the assumptions of classical

small defl.ection theory. These are

( i) the plate is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic,

(ii) the thickness of the plate is small compared to its other dimensions and the

deflection of the plate is smail compared to its thickness.

The plate is assumed to be bounded by piecewise smooth curves and may be

multiply connected. The analysis is given for simply connected plates but extension

of the theory to multiply connected plates involves no essential difÊculties'

consider the plate referred to a system of cartesian coordinates Ï, a and z,

such that the Ory plane coincides with the middle surface of the (undeformed)

plane of the plate. The z direction is taken to be positive downwards. The plate is

acted. upon by a temperature field and this induces thermal stresses in the plate'

These stresses will produce a deflection tr.r(r, y,r) of. the middle surface of the plate,

also positive in the downwards z direction. At any time 16, the intersection of the

defl.ected. surface, z: w(rrurro) with parallels z:constant wili produce a set of

contours, which after projection onto the ory plane give a family of nonintersecting

closed. curves (Figure 8.2). These curves will be called isod'efl'ection contour lines

and. will be denoted by u(u, U):constant'

If the boundary of the plate is restrained from moving (for example, when

it is clamped or simply-supported) then the boundary itself will coincide with

one of these contours. \Mithout loss of generality, consider the boundary of the

plate to coincid,e with the contour u:0. Label the family of curves u:constant by

cu, 01u 1LL*, so that co corresponds to the boundary of the plate, and c,,*

coincides with the point at which the maximum u: u* is attained.
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A consideration of the forces in the z direction, inside and on any one of these

contours, including the effect of transverse inertia (which will be important for

suddenly induced temperature fields), gives rise to the dynamical equation

f.,no" * I |r"ehffiaa: o, (3.2.1)

where

1/ - 
t'\ }Mntvn:Qn-Ë (3'2'2)

In these equations, Qnis the normal shearingforce, %l:" i" the edge rate of

change of twisting moment, p is the density of the plate material, fr, is the plate

thickness, ds is a line element and df) is an area element. The contour integral

is taken around the closed path u:constant and the double integral is evaluated

over the region bounded by the contour Cr.

Since the contours u(z, g):constant are lines of equal deflection, then the

defl.ection function t ca,ri be written as a function of u and r only, that is,

.(*,y,r) : w(u,r). (3.2.3)

On any contour u:constant, the following relations hold:

ôu ôw

a" 
: fiu"'

0w 0u
aa 

: 
¿rruu'

02u 02w ôw

arar: 6u"uu l5;u'u' etc'

(3.2.4)

In deriving expressions for Q, and þ tne well known correspondence prin-

ciple of viscoelasticity is used. An expression for Mn, the normal bending moment,

is also required in the expressions for the boundary conditions, as will be seen later,

and is derived here.
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The validity of the correspondence principle for materials that respond to

temperature variations has been demonstrated by Sternberg [5a]. The above men-

tioned quantities are in the same form as those in the analogous elastic problem,

with the elastic constants being replaced by functions of the operator p, determined

by the nature of the particular viscoelastic material.

Temperature terms are introduced through the moment and shearing forces

as follows:

M"

M

Q,: -"@)*l

Qu: -"@)&l

+ p(p - ¡(pxr + p(p))Kr,

- ¡(pXt * p(p))Kr,ua2
+ p(p)

02w..;:-
Or'
02w

W

_ _Dþ) 
|

_ _Dþ) 
[v

+
02u
ar,
02w

tuI,a:¡(pXr - u@))ffi,

0æ2

02w

(3.2.5)

(3.2.6)

oat

02w

--L-
0x2 ' Aa,

where K7 is the generalized purely thermal strain

72 fhlzKr: * J_^,ra7Tzdz.

Using these and the well known expressions for Mn, Qn anJ Mn¡ yields

Mn : M, cos2 O -f Mu sin2 O - 2Mw cos O sinO

: n@)1"# +tet + t@)e,lfl- n@)G + t@))Kr,

Qn : Q, cosc- l- Qy sin O,

Mnt : M,o(cos2 O - sin2 A) + (M" - Mòsin O cos O

: D(p)(1 - t@))HrH, G'2j)

W:Qn-W
: o(p)1"# * r,#* [G, * rro)c,]Hf

- o(p)(t+ u@))ft1""T *",W)
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where

D-+'t | - -o¡

Q, : -'t-L lurru2, + unor'n ¡ 2urnu"uy] ,

Qz : -t-t lurnu', + utru', - 2urouruvl ,

Ht : t-t lu"ru2, - ursuT - u'rr'tt'r't'!'v ¡ urnu'uv] t

Ãr : -t3/2,

Ft : -t-r/2 l3urru2, * Sunou2u + u"ru2y * uyyu2, ¡  urouauyf ,

Gt : -t-s lzlrrrrus, I ussoul | 2u"rruru2n + 2unoru2ruo

* 2urrru3, { 2urrnu\, - Llrgytr,{tl2n - u"rru2ruo

- 2urr(u"usur, - u2ru"s - u?ut, I ururuou)

t (ur" - uon)(u*u2o - unou2r))

i zt-s lz 
lu"n(u", - "?) - u"uo(ur" - uro)f" ,

G z : - [ s / z l- u, n ru", - u, 
" vuI * 2u, 

o ou ruzu + 2u r r ru2ru o

-'r.!, ø r rtJ ;L!'zn - u o, o u2ru,

* 2urn(uruyur, - uzrurs - u?urn I uruouoo)

- (ur, - uro)(u"ruzo - roou2")]

- 2t-s lz lu"o(u', - "?) - u,uy(ux, - uoo)f' ,

t:u2"+"?,

(3.2.8)

dy 't!,r
cos O

ds ú'
dr uysinO: d,s \/t
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The expression for Vn in equations (3.2.7) is used in equation (3.2.1), and

the fact that tl and its derivatives are constant on curves u:constant, to obtain

the following equation for the thermally induced small amplitude vibration of a

viscoelastic plate:

"(ùl# f..o,o,.# l,.r,o" *# f..*,0, + u@)ff f,.""a"f

- n(ù1r + ø(n)) f..l,.T * ",W)#. I l,,enffiaa 
: o

(3.2.e)

It is noted that when the contour u:constant is a smooth closed curve with

no corner points, then the contribution due to the edge rate of change of twisting

moment M6 vanishes and consequently' equation (3.2.9) becomes

(3.2.10)

-n@) 1r + ø(r))

(3.2.r2)

o@)ffi 
f._

.Rrds * D@)# f.,r,o" * 
ofr)H f..r',a"

f..l,,T * ",W) #. I l,.enffiaa 
: o

where

G\ : -iru,",u, I u,oou" * u,,yuu I uayyua)' (3'2'11)

In the special case when Ky can be expressed as a function of u and r on1y,

equation (3.2.10) can be written in the form

ofù# f".^,0, * 
oø)# l",r,o, * 

nfn)H f".r',a,

-n(ù1r+r{r)) W l"_*0,* I l,-onffian:o
because K7 a¡,d its derivatives with respect to u will be constant on contours

u:constant.

In general, the contours of constant temperature wiil not be the same as

the contours of constant d.eflection, but in many problems involving plates whose
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boundaries do not have rapid changes of curvature the differences will be small.

Also, in problems when boih the temperature and deflection are constant on the

plate boundary the differences will again be small.

In any case, if .I{7 is not specifi.cally a function of u and r only, a transforma-

tion of the temperature term in equation (3.2.10) is nevertheless possible through

the use of a modifled temperature function. That is, by defining a temperature

Ki(",r) such that

(3.2.13)

and clearly, Ki coincides with /(r when the latter is a function of u and r only

Boundary Conditions

The following types of boundary conditions will be considered

(1) Clamped Edge.

The deflection and its slope at the boundary are zeÍo) that is,

0,

(3.2.14)

-0

This latter boundary condition can be expressed in the equivalent form

-0. (3.2.15)

u:o

W f".no, 
: f..l""T . ",T) #

w

ôw

ô"

-ôw{t--
Ou

0u=

z=0

There is also the requirement that the deflection must be a finite quantity at

the centre of the plate.
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For tr.' in a space-time separable form, the above boundary conditions become

0,

(3.2.16)

-0

where W(") is the spacial component of. w(u,r). In fact, these are the same

boundary conditions as those in the corresponding elastic plate problem.

(2) Simply-Supported Edge.

The deflection and the normal bending moment both vanish at the boundary,

that is

LD

(3.2.77)

lr,# +o,ff+p(p)ez#) (1 +/,þ))/r" 
L_.

W

-dwt/t-
du

0u:

=Qu

0
u:0

-0

There is also the requirement that the deflection must be a finite quantity at

the centre of the plate.

In the special case of constant Poisson's ratio and constant thermal strain -K7

on the boundary, these conditions, for space-time separabie solutions, become

W

,,#+(8, +uAr)ffi
u=0

0,

: (1 + ¡l)K7(0,r),,
(3.2.18)

which are the same as those for the corresponding elastic plate problem.

Initial Conditions

In general it is insufficient to obtain initial conditions through a consideration

of the particular viscoelastic model, as the operator D(p) is generaily of a higher

z:0
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order than that of the model. Deleeuw, in his doctoral thesis [15], developed a

general method of determining initial conditions for the time function equations for

the buckling of a viscoelastic plate, this method being based on earlier work done

by Boley and'Weiner [8]. This earlier work involved finding initial conditions for

a general viscoelastic stress-strain law in operator form. This method can readily

be adapted for the thermaliy induced vibration of a viscoelastic plate as foliows.

Consider the temperature field to have come into effect at time r : 0, so that

before r : 0 all relevant functions and all of their derivatives are zero. It will be

seen that the equations describing the behaviour of the unknown time functions

can be written in the form

k ^rnf"-t#: fî(,).i hW, i:1,2,s,... (3.2.1e)
n:0 n:0

where the g¡(z) are functions to be determined, the T¿(t) and /i(r) are known

functions derived from the temperature distribution in the plate and the e,, and

fn ate constants.

This equation can be integrated from a time just before zero, say r: 0-, to

some general time r to give

1,"

k

1,"
dg¿(ro)

dri
I

e0 o;(ro)dro * I "' d,rs:
n:1 (3.2.20)

1," T"fiOs)drs I fs T¿(rs)drs +D f "
dnT¡

d"i Tg.
Tg

n:1 T"

Since all of the functions 9¿(r) ar'd T¿(r) and all of their derivatives vanish at

T : 0- ,, these equations become

"o [' t;(ro)d,ro. i "*W:J o- n:l
,r f, I sn-rT,(r\ @'2'21)

| ¡ff^¡orotfo I rn'.,)a"r+t nW
J o_ J o_ ¡t:l
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The functions involved in this equation will possess only finite jn-p disconti-

nuities at r :0, so as the limii r goes to 0+ is taken, the integrals appearing in

these equations will vanish, giving the first set of initial conditions

k
dn-r g¡(r) d-1T¿(r)

drn-7l":o+ : \ l* l¡=o+ (3.2.22)Ð". drn-rn:l n:7

That is,

(3.2.23)

A second set of initial conditions can be obtained by similarly integrating

equations (3.2.27) with respect to r and taking the limit as Í goes to 0+, to yield

f,.o,,".# f,.r,o"*# f"_r\',-ry I L

d-2T¡(0
(3.2.24)

dr'-2

In general, using this procedure k times will result in fr'sets of initiai conditions

for the fttä order equations.

3.3 The Method of Solution of the Basic Equations

Space-time separable solutions of equation (3.2.12), subject to appropriate

initial and boundary conditions, are sought. Firstly, the eigenfunctions of the

corresponding elastic free vibration problem, with equivalent boundary conditions,

are d.etermined. These eigenfunctions W¿(u), i : Ir2,3r..., and their associated

eigenfrequencies À¿, satisfy the equations

d3w¿ W¿d,Q:0.

(3.3.1)
dug

This eigenvalue problem is self adjoini and hence the associated eigenfunctions

form a complete set of mutually orthogonal functions [17]'
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The solution to the problem is then obtained by assuming that the defl,ection

w(u,r) and the thermal strain Kr(u,r) appearing in equation (3.2.L2) can be

expressed in terms of these eigenfunctions.

That is,
oo

w(u,r): t W¿(u)s¿(r) (3.3.2)
i:1

and, because the deflection will always be zero on the boundary of the plate,

Kr(u, r) - Ky(O, r) : ot I W;(u)T¿(r) (3.3.3)
co

i:1

where the 9¿(r) and 
"¿(r) 

are time functions to be determined

using equation (3.3.2) and the fact that the w;(u) satisfy equation (3.3.1)

yields

\?ng¿?) + 'rt¿t
(3.3.4)

Differentiating this equation with respect to u and then making use of the

relations

(3.3.5)

which is analogous to equation (2.1.19), and

)*n{,)on: horor(r+¡,(p)) T f".

t' .v'r<'#:*{w f'.ú0"\'

n@)
D

(3.3.6)

which can be derived with the aid of equation (2.1.19) and Green's theorem, yields

I l,.w¿(ed,a: - l,".wo(,ù f".,#ouo,

I f"'#': -ïno""r + P(P))lw;(")
o(p)oo I v"rc,9.

J c- \/t
(3.3.7)

j:1 D
À?g¿(r) +
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Now, since only the first two terms of equation (2.1.1) are being considered,

equation (3.2.6) yields the expression

Kr(u,r) : orT(t)(r, ")
(3.3.8)

and hence, if there is no temperature variation in the z direction then K7 wiil be

zero and the plate will not be induced to vibrate.

However, if there is a linear temperature variation in the z direction then the

plate is induced to vibrate and in this case equation (2.1.31) yields

Y'Kr : +ry I tt (Kr - o¿rur) .

ct Or
(3.3.e)

(3.3.10)

(3.3.11)

Hence, equation (3.3.7) becomes

lw;(") ^?g¿(,).W)f.,#:
oo

i:1

D(p)
D

-ft:+(r + ¡¡(p)) {iT i r (Kr - *,,,)} f..#

Cancelling the factor f". #. from both sides of this equation and using equa-

tion (3.3.3) yields

lw{u) ^?gn(r)-W)
oo

i:7

n@)
D

-d?,3lo+ ¿,(p)) i *t"t 
{

+ r"'TÍt) B(")
o(p)

D

where
aq.DÁ -: ---lL 

- 
7 t,tpnc"

DB(r) : *(t + p(ù)tt (Kr(o,r) - ovul)
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Equation (3.3.11) will uncouple into an infrnite number of linear ordinary

differential equations for the øl(r) when use is made of the orthogonality properties

of the eigenfunctions. These equations are

o*^o,*(")+ ry: -o9, "¿(z)- 
oI;o+r{r)) 

{

where

and the T¿(r) are given by

* 7p2T¿(r)

(3.3.13)

(3.3.14)

(3.3.15)

3.4 Deterrnination of the Isodeflection Contour Line Function

The method of isodefl.ection contour lines has been used to study a variety

of problems in continuum mechanics in the past with a great deal of success. In

general, the exact form of the isodeflection contour line function cannot be found

and the accuracy of the method depends upon the accuracy with which the actual

contour line function can be approximated. Hence, the choice of the form of

the isodeflection contour line function is an important consideration in obtaining

accurate solutions of the equations just derived.

Three alternative approaches for obtaining approximations to the exact form

of the isodeflection contour line function for elastic and viscoelastic plates that

have proven to give accurate result in the past are as follows:

(1) based on any inherent symmetries of the problem, for example, the case of a

circular geometry,

(Z) bV analogy to a similar problem, for example, based on the well known mem-

brane analogy,
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(3) based on the equation of the plate boundary (see, for example, [10,18,32]).

The method of conformally mapped contour iines can also be used to deter-

mine an approximate contour line function. Analogously to the procedure given

in Chapter 2, a conformal transformation

x: ú@) (3.4.1)

is sought, which maps the boundary of the plate, considered to lie in the complex

plane X: n *iy, onto the unit disc in the transform complex plane o:e +i\.

Denote the family of concentric circles in the ø-plane by

UG,,rì) - 1- e' - n" (3.4.2)

.Clearly U :0 corresponds to the boundary of the disc and U* :1 occurs at

its centre.

The inverse images of the family of concentric circles in the ø-plane are chosen

as the family of isodeflection contour lines. This family of image contours will form

a set of nonintersecting closed curves, the outermost of which coincides with the

boundary of the plate.

The contour integrals in the original plane can be written in terms of contour

integrals in the ø-plane using the following relations:
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t: 4uxux

do
,

Ua4Uo
dy

t

Pr: -4UoUa
do
dy

Q, : - l2u *7u *u 7 * uz*u 77 * u2ru **) I u ru,

: -l#1" l2u"ut:ouu + uluaa + u?"u",] luor;,,

Q z : - l2u*7u *u 7 - u2r, xx - u2xu xx) I " *ur

: -lfll' lzu,,u"uu - ttuuu - u2-"u""1 lu,(Ju,

Ht: ílu**uþ- "xx"I] lurux
(3.4.3)

2
do

dy lu""u?" - uuuu',1 l[Jouu,,

do
ö

Ãr : -t¡¡t/zg1/2 dy

Ft : - l76ur7u*u7 * 4u2*u77I 4u2ru*xl l@
3do

lr6u"uu"ud +  u|u-"a t 4tJ2utr,"l l\/u"W,
dy

G\: -4[u*u*77* uxur*x] l^FxW
3

lU o(J .,aa i IJ a[J ooa) I \@

In addition, for any function l(X,,X),

f..r(*,x)d*: f""r(o,alfflot, (s.4.4)

where ds and d,9 are the line elements in the X-piane and ø-plane, respectively,

and the bars denote complex conjugation.
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Hence, the values of the various integrals appearing in equations (3.2.9) to

(3.2.13) become

do

dX

Jtd,s :2f".

1".

f,.

f".

f".

f".

f."V"urlt/'ds,

f",

f""

1."

Rtds: -$ ItJ "tJ 
u)t 

l'

14u",u"uu + u\u-"a + u?"u",ltJou;tþlf.l' ot,

lU oU o a a I (J -n(J o o alU,U r' l'l#l" t

úd,:rñ l,,ot,
R1d,s:-s(1 - u)'/' fr"l#
F1d,s - 16(1 - u)'/' l."l#l

fr,"'ds 
: o

1_ó ds:ar{t-u
Jcu

f"_no" 
:4r(7 - u).

2

dS,

(3.4.5)

F1d's : -4

Gt'ds - -4

These integial expressions can further be simplified, yielding

2

dS

dS

(3.4.6)

Furthermore, since the contour lines in the ø-plane are concentric circles then

(3.4.7)

and hence, noting the correspondence between the contours [/ : C and u : C,

(3.4.8)

3.5 The Thermally Induced Vibration of a Rectangular Plate

Consider a clamped, thin, rectangular plate with sides of lengths 2a arrd 2b,

having viscoelastic properties that can be represented by the Kelvin model in both

shear and dilatation and which is initially at a uniform temperature ?s.
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At time r : 0, the temperature of the media surrounding the lower face and

boundary edge of the plate are set to zero while the temperature of the medium

surrounding the upper face is maintained at 70. Consider that 7," : oo (that is, the

temperature of the boundary of the plate is set to zero) and that 'Y+ :''- : 'Y,

a constant, so that there is a finite amount of heat transfer between the upper

and lower surfaces and their surrounding media. Assuming a linear temperature

variation in the z direction, the solution to this heat conduction problem is given

by equations (2.2.39) to (2.2.a\.

The relevant viscoelastic operators in this case are

"9 :lt vp,D

p(p) : o

where

9-
q

E7'
(3.5.2)

Consider the plate to be centred at the origin of coordinates and take as the

equation of the isodeflection contour line function

u(*,a): 
[' - 5)1,-#] (3 b B)

It is noted that this form of the isodeflection contour line function is identical

to that of the isothermal contour line function.

Hence, from equations (2.2.40) and (3.2.6), K7 car' be written in the form

(3.5.1)

(3.5.5)

Kr(u,r): ar FQ) @) - t Tjt) J s (r,,,lL - u¡ 
"- 

o 
^ " (3.5.4)

oo

tl,:l

where

dn: ('*fr)r'c
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and the (Ðn ate the positive roots of the equation

./o(tr) : g (3.5.6)

The eigenfunctions W;(u) and eigenfrequencies À¿ are found numerically by

assuming power series expansions for W¿(u) of the form

oo

W¡("): I.¿ruj (3.5.7)

i=7

and using the method of collocation to yield a set of eigenvalue problems which

are solved to obtain the ); and the constants c¿¡. The number of terms in the

poïver series is made large enough to ensure convergence of the method.

Making use of the orthogonality of the eigenfúnctions tr4[(u), and noting that

Kr(O,r) : 0, the 
"¡(z) 

are fourid to be

T¿(t) - F¿ -iTn^"-"' (3.5.8)
r¿:l

where

and

where

(3.5.10)

Using equations (3.5.1) in equation (3'3.13) yields

lp" +e\¿2p-''.ln'l et(r): Bi -lçAp'+(A+çA)p* lr)T¡(r) (3'5.11)

Ê rlÐ Js(u^rF u)w¿(u)au
lin:

At : 'Y7c2 A,

n* D11a74 Il wn@)¿"
u. 

-' ph I; w?(u)du

(3.5.e)
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Making use of the method outlined in Section 3.2 the following initial condi-

tions are obtained:

ei(0) : -7AT¡(O),

gl(0) : l@'s? - 1)A - çAtl 
",(0) 

- ,pAr:Q) - pB¿(0)

where primes denote differentiation with respect to r.

Equation (3.5.11) with these initial conditions has solution

(3.5.13)

9;.(r): {c¡cos(S¡r) * d¿sin(/¿r)}exp(-tl;z) -l k¿ * ÐL;n"-o"" (3'5.14)
oo

n:1

where

,þ

ó

k

e^?
2

À¡

2

Bi
4 - V'\?,

- AtF¿

^?
T. tT.
ltin : ! 2¡l)

oo: *{,f* å 
o¿nLin + çBî - Aeå "'*'}

(3.5.15)

ci: -Ð tu* - k¡ - çA F; t
n:7

T¡
oo

n

,1,= 1

I 2 2 1

ó¿

- ?At Fn-Drn,'
oo

n:l
+

It is noted that if 
^, 

, I then the irh component of the deflection will be

purely damped.

Because 7(t);r initialiy zero, K7(u,0):0 and so ?¿(r):0 and the initial

conditions (3.5.13) become

ø;(0) : s'
(3.5.16)

s;(0) : -eAriQ) - pB¿(o).
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Also, setting r : 0 in equation (3-5.8) yields the relations

n.-\-La 
- / , (3.5.17)

oo

n:l
T¡n

and hence the expressions for the c¿ and d; simplify to

- lc;,

(3.5.18)

Substituting the expression for the ø;(r) into equation (3.3.2) then gives the

deflection at any point in the plate.

The physical properties of the plate can be summarised by II, the ratio of

thermal time to mechanical time, defined by

Tr: . 'Ytc2 (B.b,lg)
bJõTñ

and. the nondimensional thermal parameter a*, defined by

a* : aTTo (3.5.20)

Figure 3.3 gives a comparison of central deflection against time of a square

plate for different values of the viscoelastic parameter g. As this parameter is

increased the plate becomes more viscous and hence its vibrations become more

damped, as is shown.

Figure 3.4 shows the long term behaviour of more viscous square plates. It is

seen that, after an initial oscillatory period, the motion becomes purely damped

and the plates return gradually to their initial undeformed states.

Figure B.b gives a comparison of central deflection against time for different

aspect ratios 6: alb, the viscoelastic parameter being fixed at 9: '005. It can

ci: -ît^
t¡':I

on: l{^f* å 
o¿nLin + (PBî - Aeå "'*'}
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be seen that increasing the aspect ratio causes the plate to vibrate more quickly

and these vibrations are of smaller magnitude'

In all cases, the values II : 1 and o* : .002 were chosen and the deflection

and time were nondimensionalised by defining

ú:: wlh (3.5.21)

and

i :11c2T. (3.5.22)
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CHAPTER 4

THE THERMALLY INDUCED LARGE AMPLITUDE VIBRATION

OF VISCOELASTIC PLATES

4.1 Derivation of the Basic Equations

In modern applications viscoelastic plates can experience substantial deflec-

tions when subjected to high thermal stresses. In many cases the size of these

deflections is of the order of the plate thickness and when this is so, the iinear

theory is inadequate to accurately describe the plate vibration and has to be suit-

ably modified. However, this involves a heavy cost because of the retention of

nonlinear terms in the governing equations. The exact solution of these equations

is unknown except for certain very special cases.

The problem of obtaining accurate approximate solutions to these nonlin-

ear equations has been studied by several authors. Berger [4], for example, by

neglecting the strain energy due to the second invariant of the middie surface

strains, obtained a linearized system of equations for the forced large amplitude

vibration of an elastic plate. This method has been used by other researchers in

the field (see, for example, [3'12]).

In general, one usually has to resort to numerical procedures to obtain solu-

tions for arbitrary plate geometries, for example, the frnite element method.

In this chapter, a quasi-analytical method for obtaining approximate solutions

to the governing equations for the thermally induced large amplitude vibration of

viscoelastic plates of arbitrary shape is developed.

The method uses the idea of isodeflection contour lines. It consists of deriving

a pair of coupled linear ordinary differential equations in terms of the contour
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line function u(c, g), and a nonlinear ordinary differential equation in the time

variable r. The work of von Kármán [58] is used as a basis for the derivation of

the governing equations.

Consider a homogeneous, isotropic, viscoelastic plate of thickness h, density

p and with viscoelastic properties that ca¡r be described by differential operators

of the same form as those of Chapter 3.

Consider the plate to be referred to a system of Cartesian coordinates r, A

and z, such that the Ory plane coincides with the middle surface of the (unde-

formed) plane of the plate. The z direction is taken to be positive downwards.

An incremental increase in temperature in the plate will produce a state in which

thermal stresses are evident. These stresses wiil produce a deflection u(r, y,r) of-

the middle surface of the plate, also positive in the downwards z direction' At any

time rs, the intersection of the deflected surface z : w(û,U,To) with parailels z :

constant will produce a set of contours, which after projection onto tlne \xy plane,

form a family of nonintersecting closed curves. These isodeflection contour lines

are denoted by u(r,g):constant.

If the boundary of the plate is restrained from moving (for example, when

it is clamped or simply-supported) then the boundary itself wiil coincide with

one of these contours. Without loss of generality, consider the boundary of the

plate to coincide with the contour u:0. Label the family of curves u:constant by

cu, 0 1 u 1u*, so that co corresponds to the boundary of the plate, and c,r*

coincides with the point at which the maximum u: u* is attained.

In small defl.ection theory, the deflection of the plate is required to be small in

comparison to the plate thickness and inplane stresses are ignored. If the deflection

is of the order of the plate thickness then these forces cannot be ignored. However,
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the inplane inertia terms can be ignored as the plate is assumed to vibrate primariiy

in the vertical direction.

Consideration of the forces in the z direction, inside and on any one of the

contours, gives rise to the equation

1",(n- - ryÐ o"* | [,l*#- ¡r' # - N,# -2!{w#l df): 0

(4.1.1)

where Qn ís the normal shearing force, C#Y i" the edge rate of change of twisting

moment and.l{", -lü, and N,u are the inplane stress components. The contour

integral is taken around the closed path u:constant and the double integral is

evaluated over the region bounded by the contour C,,.

In the absence of body forces the membrane stress components can be ex-

pressed in terms of a stress function Ó(*,y,r) as

¡y',
aró

¡r,

- ôy"'
aró
ãn2'

ató
Nry

ðy0x

Substituting these expressions into equation (4.1.1) and proceeding as in

Chapter 3 yields

(4.7.2)

nrp)# f"_o,a,*nrù# f".rro, * 
nre)H

- D(e)Q+ t @)) l,,l,,T * ",T)
f".
ds

,rt (4.1.3)

G\ds

* I I.1,,#-## - i## .,##l,n : o
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The functions trl(ø,y,r) and ö(*,A,r) must also satisfy a compatability reia-

tion of the form (see [58])

Ynó : E(p)hlffi)' - ##)- E(p)hY2ev (4 1 4)

where ,Ð(p) is the viscoelastic operator corresponding to the elastic Young's mod-

ulus and er(r,y, r) is the purely thermal strain defined by

,, : I l:: ,avrd"z (4 1 5)

where a7 is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion.

It is now assumed that the stress function Ó(*,V,r) can be expressed solely

in terms of the contour line function and the time variable, that is, þ: $(u,r)'

Equation (4.1,.4) must hold at all points in the plate. Hence, integrating this

equation over the region s)., and making use of the relation (see [22])

I 1,.v46çu)aa -- # f..o,o" . # f".r,o" * X f,.*\0,, (4.1.6)

gives the expression for the compatibility relation in terms of contour integrals as

1

-E(p)h I 1,, 
2

ds .# 1,,r,0,.# 6 G'rds
Jc.

d{t + E(fih

4.2 Approximate Solution of the Coupled System of Equations

The Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions to the pair of

governing equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.7). The eigenfunctions of the corresponding

linear elastic free vibration problem are used as coordinate functions.
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These eigenfunctions 17¿(u), and their associated eigenfrequencies À¿, satisfy

the equations

# f .o,a,+# f".r,o"*# f..c',."-'# I l,.w¡d,e:0 
(a.2.1)

and they form a complete set of mutually orthogonal functions. Hence, the deflec-

tion and stress functions can be expanded in terms of these eigenfunctions. That

is, solutions of the form

w(u,r): Ð W¡(u)a¿(r),
oo

i:1
oo

i:1

(4.2.2)

ó(u,r): t W¿(u)B¿(r)

are sought, where the cv¿(r) and p¡(r) are time functions to be determined

For simplicity, only the first terms in equations (4.2.2) will be retained, a1-

though it should be noted that retention of more than one term in each of these

equations involves no essential difficulties.

The deflection and stress functions are hence assumed to be of the form

w(u,r) : W(u)a(r),

Ó(",') : W(")þ("),

where subscripts have been omitted.

(4.2.3)

Substitution of equations (4.2.3) into equations (4.1.3) and (4.I.7) yields

D(fia(r) l# f".^,0".# f..',0"*#

l""T *,,ff) #. pha" (r) I l,.w(u)d,

l,r"##*r"(#)']on:o 
(424)

-n@)G + u@)) t'..,I
+a(r)Be) J Jn.
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and

where

and

PA: u2"ugy * u'uur, - Zury't|'"ug,

PB :2urrur, - 2u2ru.

By analogy with equation (2.1.19) the following integrai relations hold:

e(") 
| # f.,o,o:.# f".r,o,*# 1".

i-E(p)ha2 Ø I l,,lr^## *'] (#)
+ E(e)h I lr_Y2evd{t:0,

I lr.w(ed,a: - |,",w(uo) f","#0,,

I lr,f 
(r,v)d,a : - L". f"."t(*,a)ftauo,

I I.u Jd,a: f",ï.ry',

f,.(*.t

G\ds

dQ (4.2.5)
,]

where f @,A) is an arbitrary function of r and y'

Green's theorem can be written in terms of contour integrals as

(4.2.6)

(4.2.7)

(4.2.8)

(4.2.70)

(4.2.e)

where I : Ut,.fz) i. an arbitrary vector function of r and y'

Differentiating this equation with respect to u and using equation (4'2'8)

yields

)#,:*f",u'u'+r'ùft

ft:uruyy-uau"y,

Íz:uyurr,-lltuta
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yields the relation

(4.2.12)

Setting i : 7 in equation (a.2.1) and substituting this into equations (4.2.4)

and (4.2.5), then differentiating the resulting expressions with respect to u and

employing equation (4.2.7), yields

f.,ru#: * f",P"#

and

D(e)a(r)l-#*@) 1,."")-¡(pXr + u@)) f,.o'*,#
- pha,, (r)w (u) f.. # - aQ) B Q' *1ffi' f".r^#r) 

: o

p(") [-'#**, 1,,#)- E@)h f..o',,#
-rrn ç,¡ n,' Ø *lfn" L., ̂  #,f

(4.2.73)

(4.2.74)

(4.2.75)

(4.2.77)

0

where Green's theorem has been used to establish that

l""T*",W1#: f,-v'N,fr'x

The unknown time function B(r) is determined from equation (4.2.14) by mu1-

tiplying this equation throughout by W(") and integrating the resulting expression

from z : 0 to v: v,* to yield

#"rrtrr) + E(p)h.f.(") + f,crtço¡na2ç,¡ 
: s (4.2.16)

where

cr: 
1,"' l*''ù l.-#l^'

cz : I,' 1rø,*1ff)' f".,^#,] ],,
r,Q) : lo"- 

*rurllr,o',r#) *
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Equation (4.2.16) now yields the solution for B(r) in the form

Now, multiplying equation (4.2.13) throughoutby W(u) and integrating the

resulting expression from u : 0 to v: ltr* yields

ph\2 c1o#rf"l + 
D$ 

r"(") + phc1a" (r) * c2a(r)É(") : 0 (4.2.1e)

þ (,) -_ - #"+ [r. 
r, I * f,t,*, r,>f

Íx(,) : D(L + t @)) 
lo". 

*rurll",r'*r#l*

(4.2.18)

where

(4.2.20)

Substitution of expression (4.2.18) for BQ) into equation (4.2.19) results in

the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation for the time function o(r):

a" (r) : 7 (DECz ,

,ø\ffi"r,t [r.c"l 
+]*'ç,,] -#rx?)n@)

E -xzDfì-.,çr¡
(4.2.21)

This equation, subject to appropriate initial conditions, can be solved approx-

imately by any of the standard numerical integration methods.

4.3 Determination of the Isodeflection Contour Line F\¡nction

The problems previously studied by the method of isodeflection contour lines

have been either linear or quasi-linear. In this work the method is used to study

problems that are genuinely nonlinear in nature. In general, the exact form of

the isodeflection contour line function cannot be found and the accuracy of the

method depends upon the accuracy with which the actual contour line function

can be approximated.
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The usual methods of choosing a contour line function, that is,

(1) based on any inherent symmetries of the problem,

(2) bV analogy to a similar problem,

(3) based on the equation of the plate boundary,

can be considered for nonlinear problems

The method of conformally mapped contour lines can also be used to obtain an

approximate contour line function. If this method is employed then the contour

integrais appearing in the nonlinear terms in this analysis can be calculated as

follows.

The expressions for P¡ and P¡r, defined by equations (4.2.6), are

PA : l8u *xu *u 7 - 4uf,u 77 - auzru **l

: - | 9ln ßr-,[J-[Jo -  u\u-,-, - 4u?"u,,) ,
I ¿xl lev o:o' v ot v

PB:8lu'*x-uxxuxxf
(4.3.1)

do

dx
8

4

lu|, - 4uo"u-o6]

and hence,

:-4\ñ1""1#I Po+
J c- \/t

f".'"#

2

dS,

do
(4.3.2)

4.4 T}r'e Thermally Induced Large Arnplitude Vibration of a Cardioidal

Shaped Plate

Consider a clamped, thin, cardioidal shaped plate, as described in Section2.3,

which is initially at a uniform temperature ?6.
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Also consider that the plate material can be represented by ihe Standard

Linear Solid model in both shear and dilatation.

The relevant viscoelastic operators in this case are

n@)
D

t+ f,n
(4.4.1)

p(p) : o

Because, for physicaliy realistic problems, the parameter 17 is small in compar-

ison to -81 and E2,lher pp 
"unbe 

approximated to first order by the expression

n@) :t+gp (4.4.2)

where

n (4.4.3)

At time r :0, the temperature of the media surrounding the lower face and

the boundary edge of the plate are set to zero while the temperature of the medium

surrounding the upper face is maintained at ?6. Consider that 7,n : oo (that is, the

temperature of the boundary of the plate is set to zero) and that 71 :'Y- : ^{,

a constant, so that there is a finite amount of heat transfer between the upper

and lower surfaces and their surrounding media. Assuming a linear temperature

variation in the z direction, this heat conduction problem can be solved using the

methods of Chapter 2.

The method of conformally mapped contour lines will be used to generate the

required contour line function.

The values of the required contour integrals, given in equations (3.4.6), can

r + Efu;p'

D

hlEz
Et*EzI

be found once an expression for $"ul#l'of is found.
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Calculation yields

do

dX

2

dS (4.4.4)

where rn is the shape parameter for the plate geometry and ¿ is the radius of a

circumscribing circle.

The required eigenfunction Wt(") and eigenfrequency À1 satisfy equation

(4.2.1). This equation is solved numerically by assuming a porver series expan-

sion for Wt(") of the form

W,,(u): Ë "rjui (4.4.5)
j=l

and using the method of collocation to yield an eigenvalue problem which is solved

to obtain )1 and the constants c1¡. The number of terms in the power series is

made large enough to ensure convergence of the method.

Boundary and Initial Conditions

The plate under investigation is assumed to be physically identical to that of

the previous chapter. For simplicity, the boundary conditions for this problem are

chosen to be identical to those for the small amplitude vibration problem, which

was discussed in the previous chapter.

Initial conditions for a(r) are obtained by applying the method of Section

3.2 to the iinearised form of equation (4.2.21), which is obtained by setting the

nonlinear lerm C2 to zeto.

The linearised form of this equation for the particular viscoelastic model cho-

SCN IS

1
{rrc?) + çrk?)} - s2 {a(r) + ço'(")}. (4.4.6)

2r

"'

o" (r)
PhCt

to



Integrating this equation from a time just before zero, say r : 0- to some

general time r yields

lo'_o" 
(^)d,rs : -h 1,"_{f 

nio) + vÍk?o)} d,o-\z 
lo_

{o("0) r 9a'(rs)} drs.

(4.4.7)

(4.4.e)

(4.4.10)

Since the functions a(r) and /¡¡(r) and all of their derivatives are assumed to

vanish aL r :0-, this equation yields

o' (r) : - h I o" - 
t n lro)dro - fu , 

" fr) - 
)' l r" -,t^)ors - 

)'2 e a(r)' (a'a's)

Now tâking the limit as 7 goes to 0+ yields the first initial condition

a'(o) : -fur"(o) - eÀ2a(o)

Another integration yields the second initial condition

a(0) : g'

Table 4.1 lists a frequency parameter for different values of the shape param-

eter rn. The frequency parameter is deflned as

^
(4.4.7r)

Table 4.1 : F\ndamental Eigenfrequencies for a Cardioidal Shaped Plate

rn 0 7170 116 714 713 712

Ä1 10.2158 12.3616 13.9085 15.9835 18.2382 23.4875

The solution to the relevant heat conduction problem is given by equations

(2.2.39) fo (2.2.a2) with the modification that, in this case,

o
Qt6 : .loT *,

t
a1

t^^
Qi :'n L,n
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The Runge-Kutta-Nyström method is used to obtain a(r) by solving equation

(4.2.27) numerically.

A comparison of the predictions of the small and large amplitude vibration

theories for an elastic circular plate (p : 0 and rn : 0) is presented in Figure 4'1'

It can be seen that at very early times, when the amplitude of vibration is small,

there is little difference between the two, but as time advances and the deflection

increases then there is a significant difference between the results obtained from

the different theories. Similar differences are observed for a viscoelastic circular

plate, as presented in Figure 4.2 (where g has been given the value .005). In both

cases, central deflection is plotted against time.

The deflection predicted by the linear theory is greater than that by the

nonlinear theory and as time advances a phase lag between the predictions of the

two theories becomes evident.

Figure 4.3 gives a comparison of central deflection against time for different

cardioidal shaped elastic plates ranging from the circle (* :0) to that corre-

sponding to the value m: .7.

In all cases, the values II : 1 and a* : .04 were chosen and the deflection

and time were nondimensionalised by defining

ú : wlh (4.4.13)

and

i - 11c2r. (4.4.74)
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CHAPTER 5

THE THERMALLY INDUCED SMALL AMPLITUDE VIBRATION

OF VISCOELASTIC SHALLOW SHELLS

5.1 Derivation of the Basic Equations

The term shell is applied to bodies bounded by two curved surfaces, the

dista¡rce h, between the two surfaces being small in comparison to the other di-

mensions. The locus of points that lie at equal distances from these two surfaces

is called the middle surface of the shell. A shell is called incomplete if its edges are

plane curves with cuts perpendicular to the middle surface, for example, cylindri-

cal sheli roofs or domes. In addition, a shell is considered to be thin if its thickness

is small in comparison to its other dimensions. Furthermore, a shell is considered

to be shallow if its rise height fl is small when compared to the dimension of the

smallest side of the base of the shell or with the principle radius of curvature.

Points on lines normal to the middle surface before deformation are assumed to

remain on lines normal to the middle surface during deformation. The effects due

to shears perpendicular to the middle surface and those due to in-plane inertia are

neglected.

Simplified theories of thin elastic shallow shelis have been developed by Reiss-

ner 147,481 and by Vlasov [57]. A general formulation of the theory of viscoelastic

shells subjected to temperature effects, based on Vlasov's theor¡ has been pre-

sented by Nowacki [43].

In the present work, the thermally induced small amplitude transverse vr-

bration of homogeneous, isotropic, incomplete, thin viscoelastic shallow shells of

constant density and thickness and with constant thermal properties is studied.
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The material of which the shell is made is considered to satisfy the same

general viscoelastic stress-strain laws as the plates studied previously.

Consider the shell referred to a system of Cartesian coordinates r, U and z.

The z direction is taken as positive downwards.

Let the equation of the middle surface of the shell be given by (Figure 5.1)

'æ2ruu2,: 
2R,+ rt+ n; (5'i'1)

where R", Ry and -R", are its principle radii of curvature.

An incremental increase in temperature in the shell will produce a state

in which thermal stresses are evident. These stresses will produce a deflection

u(t,y,r) in the shell. When the shell vibrates, at any instant of time zs' the in-

tersection of the deflected surface of the shell with the parallels z:constant, yields

a family of contours which, after projection onto the base plane z : H, are a set

of level curves. These isodeflection contour lines are denoted by z(r, g):constant.

If the boundary of the shell is restrained from moving (for example, when

it is clamped or simply-supported) then the boundary itself will coincide with

'one of these contours. Without loss of generality, consider the boundary of the

shell to coincide with the contour u:0. Label the family of curves u:constant by

Cu, 0 1u 1u*, so that Co corresponds to the boundary of the shell, and Cu.

coincides with the point at which the maximum u: u* is attained.

A consideration of the forces in the z direction, inside and on any one of these

contours, gives rise to the equation

f".r*',* I l,_l*#. f .X.rþ)dr) : o (5r2)
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where ¡/", ¡fr/ and.ltr", are the membrane stresses, p is the density of the shell

material, l¿ is the thickness of the shell, V, is the contribution due to the normal

forces acting on an element of the shell, ds is a line element and dfl is an area

element. The contour integral is taken around the closed path u:constant and

the double integral is evaluated over the region bounded by the contour C,,.

Temperature terms are introduced through the moment and shearing forces

The expressions for moment, shearing and membrane forces are as follows:

Vn:Qn-ry,
Qn : Q, cosØ i Qu sinO,

(.t _0M" _ôMrowx- ox r oa '

r_t _aMry _ôMouév- ox -r- ôa,
Mn1 : M,o(cos2 O - sin2 A) + (M" - Mòsin O cos O,

M"
ô2w . ô2w1

a*r+uln)*l
õ2w . ô2u1

W+utn)*]My

)[

)l

- n(ùG * p(p))Kr,

- ¿(pXt -r p@))Kr,

: -D(p

D(P

u :';{t - t'@))Dx(p)",r,

(5.i.3)

M"o: n@)Q - t'@))
O'r.t)

ôrôy'
¡tr" : D,v(p) lr" -t p@)enl - D w(px1 + p(p))er,

Ny : D¡¡(p) leo * p,(p)e"l - Div(pxl + t'(p))er,

¡f"

t:rl2r+utr,,
dy IJrcos': dr:-Jl,
dn uy

srn(J : - d": - JI

a
11 :-f^

OT
(5.1.4)

where
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In the above expression., D(p) and D¡y(p) are the viscoelastic operators corre-

sponding to the elastic flexural rigidity and the elastic tensile rigidity, respectively,

which are deflned by

D: 
==r?ht ^, (5.1.b)
I2(t - p.2)

and

(5.i.6)

Also, ex, êy and e* are the in-plane strain components of the middle surface

of the shell and €7 and K7 arc the generalized purely thermal strains

lfh/z€T: + | a7Tdz,
h J _n/z

12 fhlzKr: * I arTzdz
h" J _n/z

0w 0w
n úx¡Or Ou

0u 0w
aa 

: fiuu'
ô2tn ô2w 0w

a.ay 
: 6u"u * 6u"u' etc'

Equation (5.1.2) can hence be written in the form

D@)# f".^,0" + D(p)# 
f".F1d,s 

t nfp)# f,."\0"
Dþ) (r + ¡¿(p)) f..l""T * ",Wl #,

* I 1,.1,^#. X. *.,H)do : o

where Rt, Ft and G'1 are as defined in equations (3.2.S) and (3.2.11).

SinceT.¿r and its derivatives are constant on lines u(rry):ssnstant, the follow-

ing relations, similarly to equations (3.2.4), hold:

(5.1.7)

(5.1.8)

(5.1.e)
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In the absence of body forces, the membrane forces can be expressed in terms

of a stress function ó(*,y,r) as

N"
aró

Following Jones and Mazumdar l2l,22l and Mazumdar and Bucco [34], and

making the assumption that / can be expressed as a function of u and r only, that

is, / : ö(u,r), then equation (5.1.9) can be written as

orp)# f,.o,o"*orp)# f".r,o" * 
nrn)# f,.*\0, * X fr.*,a,

^r - a'ó
t'u - 6*2t

Nrg:-#

* I l,.pnffian- Dþxr + p(p))
t'"_'fro" -- 

o
ôI{7
õu

ôa''

(5.1.10)

(5.1.11)

(5.1.12)

where

K +
u'zo

R, -2

t:u2r*

Green's theorem has been used to establish that

.*'0": I 1,.[#. X.'ffi]aa

1
I u'"

L&
uzo,

1

-r/t

(5.1.13)

a¡,d Kr and its derivatives with respect to u are assumed to be constant on

contours u:constant.

If I{r is not specifically a function of u and r only, a transformation of the

temperature term of equation (5.1.9) is possible through the use of a modified

temperature function, as explained in Chapter 3.

xf.
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The functions tr and / must also satisfy the compatability relation (see [a3])

Yoó: E(p)h - E(p)hVzey (5.1.14)

where ,E(p) is the viscoelastic Young's modulus. Since this equation must hold at

all points in the shell, it can be integrated over the region bounded by a contour

u :constant, to yield

lr ã2w 702w 2 02w1| _-
lR, ôa, ' Ru a*, Rrn ôxoy ]

I l,.io.r - E(p)h {+# . +# - ;-_#\

# f".R1d's. # f",',0" * #
-n@)hff f,.*,0" - øfp)h# f .J10" 

: o

+ E(p)hV2er

which, after using the relation (a.1.6) and Green's theorem, reduces to

df):0

(5.1.15)

(5.1.16)
I G',d,s
Jc-

where e7 and its derivatives with respect to u are assumed to be constant on

contours u:constant. If. er is not specifically a function of u and z only, a trans-

formation of the temperature term of equation (5.1.15) is also possible through

the use of a modified temperature function similar to that fot K7.

Consequentiy, it is required to solve the pair of coupled integro-differential

equations (5.1.11) and (5.L.16) for w(u,r) and /(u,r) subject to given boundary

and initial conditions and to a prescribed temperature distribution.

Boundary Conditions

The following types of bounda¡y conditions will be considered

(1) Clamped Edge

The deflection and its slope at the boundary must be zero. There must also
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be vanishing circumferential strain e" at the boundary. That is,

-0,

-0u:0

u)

es

0

0w
A"

0u:

=0u

(5.1.17)

This third boundary condition was proposed by Reissner [48], and following

Jones and Mazumdar [21], this condition can be written as

,#*afe)#

,#*".#
88

¿:0
-0 (5.1.18)

where

B(p):ry-t@)W.(5.1 1e)

There is also the requirement that the deflection must be a finite quantity at

the centre of the shell.

Space-time separable solutions are sought, but difficulty arises with the pres-

enceof theoperatot p(p) inequation(5.1.19)becauseitisnotpossibletosepa.rate

the space and time terms. This difficulty is removed with the assumption of con-

stant Poisson's ratio on the boundary of the shell.

Hence, the boundary conditions become

-0,

-0, (5.1.20)

W

-dw\/t-
du

=0u

u:0

0u

-0



where W(") and Õ(u) are the spacial components of tu(u,r) and ó(urr), respec-

tively and

B* : urru2, + urou? + 2urru"un u"ruzo I uonu2, - 2urou"uo

t '-t'T. (5.1.21)

(2) Simply-Supported Edge

The defl.ection of the shell, the normal bending moment and the circumferen-

tial strain all vanish at the boundary. That is,

Lt) 0,
¿:0

lr,# *a,# + t"@)ezþ) (r +rro))rr 
I

,#*nçù#|,=o:o

0

z:0
(5.r.22)

(5.1.23)

where Pt, Qt and Qz a¡e defined in equations (3.2.8).

There is also the requirement that the defl.ection must be a finite quantity at

the centre of the shell.

In the special case of constant Poisson's ratio and constant thermal strain -Ift

on the boundary, these conditions, for space-time separable solutions, become

W

Pr#-+(Qr+tAr)#

,#*8.#

0,

0

u=0

u:0

u=0

: (1 + p)K7(0,r),

Initial Conditions

The method of Section 3.2 is also applicable to shallow shell problems and is

used for the numerical examples in this chapter.
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5.2 The Method of Solution of the Basic Equations

Space-time separable solutions to the coupled equations (5.1.11) and (5.1.16),

subject to appropriate boundary and iniiial conditions, are sought. Firstly, the

eigenfunctions of the corresponding elastic free vibration problem, with equivalent

boundary conditions, are d.etermined. These eigenfunctions W¿(u) and Q¿(u) and

their associated eigenfrequencies À; satisfy the equations

# f,-o,.". # 1,.',0' + ffc\a"
. i* f".*,0, - ry I l,w¿d.e:0, (5 2.1)

# f,..R1ds 
* # f..F1,s 

* ffic',., - "n# f..,r,., 
: o.

The solution to the problem is then obtained by assuming ihat the deflec-

tion tu(u, r), stress function Ó(",r) and the thermai strain Kr(u,r), appearing in

equations (b.1.11) and (5.1.16), can be expressed in terms of the functions W¿(")

and O¿(u). That is, 
oo

u(u,r): t s;(r)W;(u) (5.2.2)
t:l

and., because the deflection will always be zero on the boundary of the shell,

ó(u,r)- d(0,"): Ë fr¿(r)Õ¿(u),
i:l (5.2.3)

Kr(u,r) - K.:(o,r) :" Ë T;Q)W¡(u)
i=1

where the 9¿(r), k;(r) and f{'?) are time functions to be determined.

Substituting expressions (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) into equations (5.1.11) and (5.1.16)'

and using equations (5.2.1)' yields

î oo {P^r'r(r) + W} I [.w;(u)cttt' - 
n@)G + t,(p))T f",{'o'

+t o,(,)) * f""K1d,s: 
o

oo o(p)
D

i=1
k¿(r) -
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and

and

t k¡(") -
E(p)

E e;Q)
oo

{d:1

The functions

oo

l".rr,o, - "+T l"_ú0,:0. (b.2.5)
dW;

du

F*(u,r): F(u,r)du

(5.2.6)

(5.2.7)

(5.2.8)

(5.2.e)

are defined, and -t'*(u,r) is expressed in the eigenfunction expansion

oo

F*(u,r) - .r'.(0, ") 
: D W;@)rf Q)

i=1

Hence,

F(u,r): t
i:1

and substitution of this expression into equation (5.2'5) yields

r:dW;

du

dW¿

du

(')

t k¿(") -
E(p)

E
ø(p)

Ee;Q) - rí0) I{1d,s :0 (5.2.10)
)i:L

where the 
"¿'(z) 

are to be determined.

Cancelling the term fr. Kis and integrating with respect to u gives

oo

{t k¿(r) - e{r) - rí?) W¿(u): g (5.2.11)
n(p)

E
n(p)

E
i:l

where it is noted that the constant of integration must be zero so that the equation

is correct at u:0.

Because the eigenfunctions W¡(") are orthogonal, this equation will uncou-

ple into an infinite number of linear ordinary differential equations which relate
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the unknown time functions g¿(r) arrd k¿(r) through the functions Tf ("). These

equations are

k;(,) - ffon?) - 
t#r1,) : o. (5.2.12)

Equation (5.2.4) ca,rr now be written in the form

Ërn {P^r';(r)+ W} I l,,w;(Qda-¿(pXr+p(p))T f".no'

.å{try -ryls¡î)+u#''n'} * t'.N'a':o
(5.2.13)

Now, define

r"(u,") : Ë { try - "+lste) + ffr: o>}

T" (u,r) - T' (0,,") : I ln_t@,r)d'tt,

I I_L(u,r)d,Q: - 1,".L(u.,,) l._"

f"
dQ¿

du
I{1d,s (5.2.14)

u

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed ihat p(p) is a constant, although the

solution of the general problem entails no essential diffi.culties. Hence, noting

relation (3.1.11), the expression in the inner bracket vanishes and equation (5'2.14)

then becomes 
oo l

r"(u,"): Ë 
u$r:?)+ 6 K1d,s. (5.2.i5)

i:L E " ' d'u Jc'

Determine the function L(u,r), such that

(5.2.16)

which can always be done by differentiating both sides of this equation with respect

to u and using the relatio

ds
(5.2.77)
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Hence, equation (5.2.13) becomes

2ø {P ^r'¿(r) 
+ W} I l,.w¿(ed'a- 

¿(pxr + u@))ff f"-no,
* l lr.L(u,r)'e+ 

?"(o, r) : o 
(b.2.1s)

and differentiating this equation with respect to u yields

î oo {#^r';(r) + W\ w¿(u) 1",#
+ L(u,,) f".#,. n@)0+ ¡,(p)) fr.r'*rft: o.

(5.2.1e)

Expressing L(u,z) in the form

oo

L(u,r): t W;(u)e¡(r) (5.2.20)
i:1

where the e¿(r) are to be determined and using this expression in equation (5.2.19)

yields

(ó.2.21)Z{""+ ^7 
s n(,) * onffi*,,(")} w¿@) 1.,#

+ D(p)(r + ¡,(p)) f",r'orft: o.

Now making use of the orthogonality properties of llne W¿(u) and proceed-

ing as in Chapter 3, yields a set of linear ordinary differential equations for the

unknown time functions g¿(r). These equations are

n@) n ^.( _\;'r;s;çr) +

: -o9' un(') - oo$r'* 
'r

where A and the B¿(r) and fr(r) are given by equations (3.3.12), (3.3.14) and

(3.3.15).
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5.3 Determination of the Isodeflection Contour Line Function

The problem of determining an accurate approximation to the isodeflection

contour line function for a thin viscoelastic shallow shell is similar to that for a

corresponding thin viscoelastic plate. The same general methods of approximation

can be used. The accuracy of the final results will again depend on the accuracy

with which the actual contour line equation has been approximated.

Three alternative methods of obtaining an approximation to the exact equa-

tion of the isodeflection contour iine function for shallow shells, that have proven

to give accurate results in the past, are:

(1) based on any inherent symmetries of the problem,

(2) if an approximation to the isodeflection contour line function for the corre-

sponding flat plate problem is known, then this can be used as an approx-

imation to the isodeflection contour line function for the shell problem and

clearly, the shallower the shell, the smaller the error in this assumption,

(3) based on the equation of the boundary of the shell planform.

The method of conformally mapped contour lines can also be used to approx-

imate the contour line function. If this method is employed the curvature term is

expressed in the form

Kt:-=:{f-: 2\
,{rør1 \"" * 

", 
)uxux

/7 1\. (& -;)@'"
__ldol L Í--laylz,ft"ti\

/t i\*(e - Ð@3+uZ)-hor-rÐ\
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f",*'0":-1.,h{(
'(å-'L) @:+

and it shouid. be noted that the contour integral appearing on the right hand side

of this equation is a real valued function.

In the special case that R, : Rv : /l and Rrv : oo then equation (5'3'2)

reduces to

6 K;,s:-# (58.3)
J c,,

and hence,

5.4 The Thermally IndUced Vibration of a Shallow Shell of Elliptical

Planform

Consider a simply-supported, thin, homogeneous, isotropic, shallow shell of

elliptical planform with semi-major and semi-minor axes of lengths o and ó, re-

spectively, and which is initially at a uniform temperature 76. Also consider that

its viscoelastic properties can be represented by the Maxweli model and is such

that its volumetric dilatation remains unchanged during deformation'

At time r :0,, the temperature of the boundary edge of the shell is suddenly

reduced Io zero.

The relevant viscoelastic operators in this case are

n@)
D

p(p)

: 9P,

1

2

(5.4.1)

3q
2Et

where

I
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Assume that there is no temperature variation in the z direction, no heat

transfer through the top and bottom faces of the shell and that the temperature

on the boundary edge is fixed at zero.

It is assumed that the temperature distribution in the shell can be approxi-

mated by that in the corresponding plate and this is given by equation (2.2.u).

Consider the shell planform to be centred at the origin of coordinates and, for

simplicity, that -R", : oo. Hence, the equation of the shell is

x2 y2
/:--.1--- 2R, ' 2Ro

(5.4.3)

The equation of the isodeflection contour line function, in accordance with

method (2) of the previous section, is taken as

,t

u(*,a) - 1- 5 -T (5.4.4)

and it is noted that this corresponds to that chosen of the isothermal contour line

function.

From equation (5.4.3) it is seen that because z : fl is the shell's baseplane,

then comparing equations (5.4.3) and (5.a.4) for this value of z, yields the foilowing

relations:

(5.4.5)

Ra b2

The eigenfunctions of the corresponding elastic free vibration problem are (see

W¡(l) : Ao¿Jo(m;f) + A2¿Is(m¿f) -l A+;

[10])
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where

12:!-u'
1_

Aoi: Io(*¿) - #rr(*),
Azi: Jo(m¿) -+rt(*¿),

¿,^tf4

^42- G-tò@î-Mn)-2M4 {.ro(-o)ro 
@¿) - V t,(*¡)It(-,) }

t)(5.4

and Ma is a nondimensional curvature term defined by

M4 :192(I + ù2
a4

h"R,

where ó is the aspect ratio of the shell, defined by

6 : alb.

The rn¿ are solutions of the transcendental equation

Ao¿ Jo(m;) * Az¿Io(m¡) * A¿,¿ : 0

and are related to the eigenfrequencies l¿ through the relations

^?:h{-t*fiu^} (="ø;

2

The stress functions are given by

o¿("f) : - 4EhC
--T

N'Lí
{Ao¿lo(m¿r) - A"¿Io(m;f)}.t#{*l * fi*-} o^,

h

t* tt
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(5.4.e)

(5.4.10)

(5.4.11)

(5.4.12)

where

c (5.4.13)



Because of the equivalence of the isodeflection and isothermal contour line

functions, €T' caiî be written in the form

er(u,r) :2Too,rÐ.-=, Jo tAn -u
anJl(w,-) ".t{-',""} (5.4.14)

(5.4.15)

(5.4.16)

(5.4.18)

where
2a2b2

T
oz ¡þz

and the u)n a;Íe roots of the equation

Js(ø): ¡

Evaluation of the contour integrals in equation (5.2.6) yields

Because there is no temperature variation perpendicular to the middle surface

of the shell then l{r(r,7) : 0. Hence, substituting equations (5.4.1) in equation

(5.2.22) yields

,¡rdg¡.(r) + 
d'gn(r) + ae,lr) : o. (b.4.17), . dr dr2 1 

,¡"x\')

where

. ôer
F(u,r) - -ry Au

\t:Rr(T+#) (5.4.ie)

Hence, equation (5.2'7) becomes

F*(u,,r): -r¡er(u,r) (5'4'20)

and. the orthogonaiity properties of the eigenfunctions W¿(") yield, remembering

that e7(0, r) : 0, 
oo

fí(r): -t Tine-on' (5'4'21)
n=7
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where

where

where

where

The function L(u,,r) is then calculated to be

(5.4.22)

ri?) (5.4.23)

c2t
orn : 

^1 or"',
2Tsa7\1 | ¡] toçr"\Æ - u)Wt(u)au lrin:ñ\WI

L(u,r):-n2Ë{,t -,ò#-
i:1

dQ¡

du

n(p)
E

\z
z(t + 64)

ü2 R"

\ wn{"¡a"

(5.4.24)

(5.4.25)

(5.4.26)

(5.+.27)

Hence,

e¿(r): vnzl lÓ;¡T¡* orne-anr
oo oo

n:l j=7

f,{rt -"¡ffi@)-#r">
ón¡

¡] w7ç"¡a"

Equation (5.4.17) then becomes

g'i' G) + ç^? g'iî) : - Ð s¡ne-o'"
oo

n:7

oo

(5.4.28)

The method of Section 3.2 is used to find the required initial conditions for

ã 9\z \-,sin: ff"" \ó;¡T¡"
' j=,

this problem and these are calculated to be

o';(0) : 0'

s;(0):Ë
n:7

^9
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The solution of equation (5.4.27) subject to these initial conditions is

9;(r): A¿ I B¡e-ç^?" +DLîn"-o^" (5.4.30)
oo

n:1

where
S¿,,

"2n )an
c.
L) xn

OtnLin
d.n

ÀIa2" ?
I

1P.-_-U, 
- rO

9^í t
oo

(5.4.31)
n 1

A¡: -B; -Ðto"
oo

n:l

In fact, calculation shows that

A; :0 (5.4.32)

and so, the shallow shell, which starts from an initially undeformed state, tends

back toward.s this undeformed state as time advances and this is seen in the nu-

merical examples'

The physical properties of the shell can be summarised by II*, the ratio of

thermal time to mechanical time, defined by

rI* : . "' lo' (b.4.Bg)- #{Dl pE

and the nondimensional thermal parameter a*, defined by

a* : aT'To. (5.4.34)

Figure 5.2 gives a comparison of central deflection against time for different

values of the scaled radius of curvatur" É.: R"lo, the viscoelastic parameter

being fi,xed. at p : .0001 and the aspect ratio being fixed at 6 : 1. It can be seen

that increasing the radius of curvature causes the shell to be deflected more and

for the peak deflection to occur later in time'
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Figure 5.3 gives a comparison of central deflection against

values of the viscoelastic parameter, for fixed -R: 4 and 6 : 1- As

expression (5.4.28), the size of the deflection decreases markedly 'wl

g. The def.ection also becomes more damped.

Figure 5.4 gives a compa,rison of central deflection against time for different

values of the aspect ratio, for fixed fi' : 4 and I : '0001-' It can be seen that an

increase in aspect ratio causes the shell to vibrate less and for the peak to occur

slightly earlier.

In all cases, the values fI* : 1 and a* : .01 were chosen and the deflection

and time were nondimensionalised by defining

,ã: wlh (5.4.35)

and

-c2r:T;r (5.4.36)
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CHAPTER 6

THE THERMALLY INDUCED LARGE AMPLITUDE VIBRATION

OF VISCOELASTIC SHALLOW SHELLS

6.1 Derivation of the Basic Equations

The first paper to deal with the nonlinear vibrations of shells was due to

Reissner [ag]. In this work he derived a theory of shells which is simple and yet

retains the essential nonlinear features of the problem. It is this theory that is

used., along with suitable modifications to account for the viscoelastic nature of

the shell material, to derive a set of governing equations.

The shallow shell is taken to be the same as that considered in the previous

chapter and is assumed to be acted upon by a temperature field which induces

thermal stresses within it, causing it to vibrate.

Consid.er the shell to be referred to a system of Cartesian coordinates r, y and

z. The z direction is taken to be positive downwards. When the shell vibrates,

at any instant of time 16, the intersection of the deflected surface z: u(r,ArTo)

of the shell with the parallels z :constant, yields a family of contours which,

after projection onto the base plane z : H, forms a set of level curves. These

isodeflection contour lines are denoted by u(r,g):constant'

If the boundary of the shell is restrained from moving (for example, when

it is clamped or simply-supported) then the boundary itself will coincide with

one of these contours. Without loss of generality, consider the boundary of the

shell to coincide with the contour u:0. Label the family of curves u:constant by

Cu, 0 1 u 1I^L *, so that Co corresponds to the boundary of the shell, and C,r*

coincid.es with the point at which the maximum u: u* is attained.
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In small deflection theory, the deflection of the shell is required to be small

in comparison to the shell thickness and in this case inplane stresses are ignored.

If the deflection is of the order of the sheli thickness then these forces cannot be

ignored. However, the inplane inertia terms can be ignored as the shell is assumed

to vibrate primariiy in the vertical direction.

Consideration of the forces in the z direction, inside and on any one of the

contours, gives rise to the equation

.++zffifaa¡f"
R"

(6.1.1)

*Ny#-r*"r#) d0: 0

where R,, Rs and .R", are the principle radii of curvatute, Nr, Ny and -ly'", are

the membrane stresses, p is the density of the shell materiai, fr. is the thickness of

the shell, Ç is the contribution due to the normal forces acting on an element of

the shell, ds is a line eiement and dfl is an area element. The contour integral

is taken around the closed path u:constant and the double integral is evaluated

over the region bounded by the contour C,r.

In the absence of body forces, the membrane stress components can be ex-

pressed in terms of a stress function Ó(*,A,r) as

¡tr" :
oa"

a"ó
or,"

Aró

¡r,

¡f"
ôy0æ

óa2

(6.1.2)

v-
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Substituting these expressions into equation (6.1.1) and proceeding as before,

yields the equation

nçù# 
f".o,o, * 

nfp)# f".r,o, * 
ofo)H f..*\0,

-¿(pXr + p(p)) f".l,,W - ",Wl #
* I 1,.1,^#.* #.+#-;;#l*
-I l_l##.##-,##l,n:o

(6.1.3)

The functions tu and / must also satisfy the compatabiliiy relation (see [a9])

' a'. a'-
-E(p)hY2ey

(6.1.4)

ôr2 ôy2

It is now assumed that the stress function ó(*,A,r) can be expressed in terms

of the contour line function and the time variable, that is, þ : $(u,r).

Equation (6.1.4) must hold at ail points in the shell and so can be integrated

over the region bounded by a contotr Cu,, to yield

Y n 
ó : E (p) hl+,#. +# _ 

;__ #. (#)

# f".Rtd'sr# l..F1d'*H f,-'',0"

-E(p)h I l..l+# . +# - h#)*
-E(p)h l 1,.1ffi)' - ##l'n * E(p)h l I,.Y2 

erd{¿: 

ä, r,
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6.2 Approxirnate Solution of the Coupled System of Equations

The Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions to the pair of

governing equations (6.1.3) and (6.1.5). The eigenfunctions of the corresponding

linear elastic shallow shell free vibration problem are used as coordinate functions.

These eigenfunctions,W¡(u) and O¿(r), and their associated eigenfrequencies

À;, satisfy the coupled equations

# f..^,0,. # f..',0' + ffc\a'
. i* f".o,o, - ry I f.w¿dst:0, (6.2.1)

# f,_R1,s 
*# f..Ftd* *

dÕ¿

du
G,.,ds_Ehry[.K1ds:odu Jc.

where -I(r is defined in equations (5.1.12).

Solutions of the form

w(u,r): t W{u)a¡(r),
oo

i:1

i:1

(6.2.2)

ó(u,r): t a;@)B¡(r)

are sought, where the a;(r) and B¡(r) are time functions to be determined

For simplicity, only the first terms in equations (6.2.2) will be retained, al-

though it should be noted that retention of more than one term in each of these

equations involves no essential difficulties.

Hence, the deflection and stress functions are assumed to be of the form

w(u,r) : W(u)a(r),

Ó(",'): A@)0?),

where subscripts have been omitted'
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substitution of equations (6.2.3) into equations (6.1.3) and (6.1.5) gives

D(p)a(r)l# f."

- ¿(pxr + u@D f._

R¡d,s.# l".rro, *# 
l"_

l""T*,,ff)i,.pho"e) |

f d2óf da

ft-o'ot + 
du'z ft'"ot + 

^

+þ(")
l

t.

G'rds

d30
du

da
du

wfu)da

I Ki*
Jc"

I a(r)B-, I [.lr"## + ffire^# . r"ffi>]'n : o

and

and

ll"

þ(,)

ph\'
D(p)a(r) D

w@)d,a- +# )* 1ir,># 
l._o,0,

J

(6.2.4)

(6.2.5)

(6.2.6)

- E(p)ha(Ò# fr.*,d* + E(p)h I lr_Y2 
erd'Q

*E(p)haz?) I l,.lr^##*'f (#)'] rn:o

where P¿ and Pe are as defined by equations (4.2.6)

Substitution of equations (6.2.1) into equations (6.2.4) and (6.2.5) yields

I K1d,s
J c,^

-¡þXr +p(p)) f..l",w*"ff1#. rho" I In_*@)on

+ a(r)Be, I L_lr"##.# (""# t Ps#) f d0 : o

nnBØ# f,.*,0" ¡ 
E(p)ha2@ I l,_lr"## * + (#

E(p)ha(r)# 
f""Kfi,s 

+ E(e)h I l, .Yze7d'Q:0-

t

(6.2.7)

Now, differentiating equations (6.2.6) and (6.2.7) with respect to u and using
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Green's theorem gives

and

where

D(fla(r)l- #-@) 1",

- DþXr + p(p)) f.,r'*, - pha"w

Pt

# l".n'a']

ds Id
,/t
ds

Jt

Ddu

(6.2.8)

+pØ*,1# 1",*,0")- 
ae)Be)*l## f..

d,s

-t/t

0
)

dW
du

(")

0

pØ*l# d

") ¿,

_"+ f".r,,,#r_i"#o
(6.2.e)

(6.2.11)

ri?) (6.2.72)

E(p)
E

(o¿

t

f,

Muttiplying equation (6.2.9) throughout by Õ(u) and integrating with respect

to u, from u :0 to u: z*, Yields

u,lor,t - "+^')] - ffx"l - +"+o2ç,¡ : s (6.2.10)

Bt: 
1,". 

,@)*l# 
f".x,a,)au,

Bz : 1,".'(ù*,lcxl' f".ro#)^,

fî(,): lo"'.(") [É" 
v',rft)a,.

Equation (6.2.10) can be rearranged to give

þ(,):#"rn-h"+o'?) 1
I-,8, n@)

E

Now, multipiying equation (6.2.3) by w(u) and integrating with respect to

u, from u : 0 t'o u :u*, Yields

ph\2Bs'#*r,l * 
"^o+o(r) 

* o$r"r,) 
16.2.18)

I phBsat'(r) - Bnþ(r) + A5a(r)B?) : g
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where

Bs: 
Ir"' l*' 1",#,)^'(")

rx?) : D(L + t @)) 
Io"" 

*rurlf",o',,r#)^

Equation (6.2.13) now yields a second order nonlinear ordinary differential

equation for the time function a(r):

o" (,) : - \2 P*f,> - fu"+,?) - ;dry Íx?)

*l# f",o'o')ou'

*l##f..,^ftf^,

lP "n, . #'+ o' ?) . +"5 r: r't)

Bt: 
Io"' 

,ru,

Bs: 
Io"- 

*ru,
(6.2.14)

(6.2.15)
(Ba - Bsa T

+
PhBs

This equation, subject to appropriate initial conditions, can be solved approx-

imately by any of the standard numerical integration methods.

Determination of the Isodeflection contour Line Function

The same considerations as have been considered in previous chapters are to

be taken into account when choosing an appropriate contour line function'

6.3 The Therrnally Induced Large Amplitude Vibration of a Shallow

Shell of Circular Planforrn

Consider a thin, simply-supported, shailow shell on a circular planform of

rad.ius o, having viscoelastic properties that can be represented by the Kelvin

model in both shear and dilatation and which is initially at a uniform temperature

Ts.

At time r : 0, the temperature of the media surrounding the lower face

and the shell boundary are set to zero while the temperature of the medium
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surrounding the upper face is maintained at ?0. Consider that 7,, : oo (that is,

the temperature of the boundary of the plate is set to zero) and that 7.. -- 'y- : ^1,

a constant, so that there is a finite amount of heat transfer between the upper

and. lower surfaces and. theircrrrrorrrrditg media. Assuming a linear temperature

variation in the z direction, this heat conduction problem can be solved in a similar

manner to those of the previous sections.

The temperature distribution in the shallow shell is approximated by that in

the corresponding plate and this is obtained from equations (2.2.39) fo (2.2.a2)

and equations (4.4.12) and (4.4.13) by setting m:0.

The relevant viscoelastic operators in this case are

,g:!*eP,
D

p(p) : o

where

(6.3.1)

(6.3.2),n- 4
Y Et'

The equation of the isodeflection contour line function, by symmetry consid-

erations, is

-2 t ",2u(*,s):l-T (6.3.3)

and this equation is identical to that of the isothermal contour line function.

The eigenfunctions, Wt(") and Õ1(u), and their associated eigenfrequency À1,

are obtained from the equations of Section 5.4 by setting a: b.

Boundary and Initial Conditions

The shell under investigation is assumed to be physically identical to that of

the previous chapter. For simplicity, the boundary conditions for this problem are
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chosen to be identical to those for the small amplitude vibration problem, which

was discussed in the previous chapter.

Initial conditions for a(r) are obtained by applying the method of Section

3.2 to the linearised form of equation (6.2.15), which is obtained by setting the

nonlinear terms Bz arrd B5 lo zero.

The linearised form of this equation, for the particular viscoelastic model

chosen, is

Integrating this equation from a tirne just before zero, say r : 0- to some

general time r, then taking the limit as 7 goes to 0+, yields the first initial condition

tt/ \ B+ (1*/ \ t r*r/-\ì 1

o" (,) : ffi"r{/J(") + vÍi' ?)}- ehB, 
{Íx(,) + vrkT)}-.12 ia(r) * ea' (r)}

(6.3.4)

(6.3.5)

Another integration yields the second initial condition

a(0) : g (6.3.6)

The Runge-Kutta-Nyström method is used to obtain o(r) by solving equation

(6.2.15) numerically.

A comparison of the predictions of the small and large amplitude vibration

theories for a viscoelastic shallow shell (with g : .001, ñ.: R,la: Ryla:70
and -Rr, - oo) is presented in Figure 6.1-. Again it can be seen that at very early

times, when the amplitude of vibration is small, there is little difference between

the two, but as time advances and the deflection increases there is a significant

difference between the results obtained from the different theories.

a'(o) : ffir:(o) - i^¡"ro) -p)2a(o).
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Figure 6.2 shows the effect of altering the radii of curvature. Piots are given for

different values of the scaled radii of curvature ñ. : R,l a : Ry I awith -R", : oo.

The viscoelastic parameter is fixed at I : .QQ1-

In all cases, the values fI : 1 and a* : .01 were chosen and the deflection

and time were nondimensionalised by defining

ú: wlh (6.3.7)

and

i :1yc2T (6.3.8)
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

7.1 Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis was to study the thermally induced small and large

amplitude vibrations of viscoelastic plates and shallow shelis of arbitrary shape.

The method of contour lines was used as a basis for the study. This method

enables the solution of a wide class of thermally induced vibration problems, con-

cerning plates and shallow shells, to be obtained with relative ease'

The equations governing the plate and shell behaviours r¡/ere described by

integro-differential equations in a contour line variable and an ordinary differential

equation in a time variable. The integro-differential equations rvvere solved by use

of an appropriate set of orthogonal functions obtained from corresponding elastic

free vibration problems.

In the small amplitude vibration case, the differential equation for the time

variable was linear and able to be solved exactly. However, in the large amplitude

vibration case, this was not possible and use was made of the Galerkin technique to

obtain approximate solutions. In cases when contour integral evaiuation became

analytically infeasible, a method of approximate evaluation was demonstrated.

A modification of the contour line method, which made use of conformai

mapping techniques to produce a contour line function, 'was proposed and demon-

strated by example. This new method has the advantage that contour line inte-

gration becomes simple and straightforward.
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The advantage of the method of contour lines is that the partial differen-

tial equations governing the behaviour of the viscoelastic plates and shallow shells

under consideration, were reduced to a form to which many well established math-

ematical methods could be applied in order to obtain solutions. It was seen that

for problems involving plates and shallow shells of general shape, approximate

solutions of desired accuracy could easily be obtained numerically.

The methods presented are applicable to plate and shallow shell problems

where the boundaries are restrained from moving but this is not too restrictive as

it allows many of the standard boundary conditions to be studied, for example,

bound.aries which are ciamped or simply-supported or combinations of these. It

has also been necessary to consider that the Poisson's ratio is a constant on the

boundaries of simply-supported plates and shallow shells, but usually this ratio

has little variation for viscoelastic materials'

7.2 Suggestions for Further Research

There are several possibilities for extension of the work in this thesis. The

method of contour lines could be applied to problems involving nonlinear con-

duction of heat in plates and shallow sheils or to include thermoelastic and ther-

moviscoelastic effects, that is, problems where the state of strain influences the

temperature distribution in the body. The effect of temperature, as well as time,

d.ependence of the material parameters could also be investigated.

In ad.dition, the method could be applied to a variety of different plate and

shallow shell types. For example, plates and shallow shells of variable thickness or

those made of plastic or elasto-plastic materials'

An investigation of the possibilities of extending the method to study a wider

variety of boundary conditions would also be of considerable use.
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